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Famed Gospel Singer—

TOTS FOR RIGHTS

• M. Jackson To
Sing At Ellis
Internationally-known gospel singer, Mahalia
Jackson, will sing carols to 'brighten the hearts" of
4,000 vote heroes and their families at a hugh yuletide
program Dec. 21, in Memphis, Tenn.
The famed star volunteered her services to lift
the

Price 15c
Union Tells Negroes_

'Don't Cross
Hotel Pickets'
"Negroes don't know what they are doing when
they cross the picket line at the Chisca hotel to work.
They are only going from bad to worse and hurting
the Negroes chances of ever getting a decent shake
as far as work conditions and an adequate wage is

spirits of the Negro fam- tenant farmers and their families of Fayette and Haywood ilies a day which will Include
counties, who allegedly face a pa --'de down famed Beal
eviction from tenant farms be- Street and a Christmas dinner
cause they voted for the first at Owen college. The program
time in the November election, is being arranged by Atty.
In actions during the past James F. Estes, Lt. George W.
few weeks, U. S. Attorney- Lee and representativ..s
of
General William Rogers filed major civic,
religious
and
injunctions in the Memphis business groups.
Federal
Court to
halt the Among the special guests will
wholesale evictions and eco- be Dr. John Morse11, NAACP
nomic discrimination,
executive assistant, of N e w
. The carol sing, the bigeest York. The children will be givcivil rights yuletide party, will en candy and nuts by a "Sanbe held at 8 p. m., in Ellis au- ta," Dr. Charles Dinkins,
ditorium. It will climax for the Owens college president.

concerned."
hotel. He said there have been
The above statement was ut- cases of violence in the heated
tered by a member of the In- fight between the Union and
ternational Hotel, Restaurant management.
a n d Bartender Employees A picket was allegedly knockUnion, Local 847 AFL-CIO. He ed down by two of the hotel
was talking about the situation house detectives just as he was
at the Chisca hotel, corner getting ready to parade in front
Main and Beale, where the of the building. Later, when the
local has called a strike for slugged picket and the detecbetter working conditions and tives came before Judge Beverly Boushe in city court the
more pay.
charges against the detectives
SCALE IS LOW
"These Negroes who cross the were dismissed and the picket
picket lines are only hurting, was fined $51 for disorderly
themselves," the union official conduct. All parties were resaid. "They don't know it, but presented by counsel.
they're going from nothing to PICKET CHASED
something that's almost as bad. In another instance, union ofThey will be underpaid and ficials say, a picket was chasoverworked. I know, That's ed from in front of the hotel
MEMPHIS NAACP "Pee Wee" that segregate Negroes at front of Goldsmith's, etc. The for the loud NO! they wanted precisely the reason we voted by a member of management,
squad took to the streets last their lunch counters. This is above group is forming the to get across to the shoppers to strike."
Mr. Worsham said thet the
week and for their turn pick- only a portion of the more letter "N" for the NAACP. who were thinking about going
Robert Worsham, bellman at Federal Mediation Board is
Police are
the was thought that the girl had eting the downtown stores than 30 tots who marched in The letter could also stand downtown. (Withers photo)
widening
the hotel and member of the working to get negotiations
search for the killer of Iriean been assaulted, also, although
Union, said that the wage scale ironed out between the hotel
Yvonne Lofties, according to she had on all her clothing
at the hotel is one of the lowest. and the Union but as of yet
Lt. R. G. McEllroy, by asking when she was found.
"And it's that way all over the nothing has been agreed upon,
all citizens to solicit informa- Anyone with information
city of Memphis as far as hotel He said the movement at the t
is
tion they might think pertinent asked to call
Chisca hotel is being supported
are concerned," he said.
Homicide Divito the case._
by the more than half a million
"First
of
all
the
maids
have
sion, .IA. 7-142E.
to Work two or three days be- members in the Union. A Christ- ;
The 17-yeakder junior at Lesfore they can start earning any mat party is planned at the
ter high school
was found
EARL GRANT HERE
thing. Their uniforms have to local for the members and
stuffed under a vacant house
be paid for and they pay for while they are walking the pickon Berryhill road. Although at Internationally famed Earl
their lunch identification, and et line their salaries are being
, first it was said she had gone Grant, popular singer a n d
Officers for the year 1961 of Jesse H. Turner, hank execu- After the officers were sworn then their transportation: it all paid.
to pay a utility bill, it w a s pianist, will appear at Music
presented to adds up. They are on
found out that she was actual- Hall, Ellis auditorium, Thurs- Last Saturday, Dec. 17, the the Memphis Branch NAACP tive, was sworn in as president In, Mr. Turner
the job "We think $14 a week for a
with
his
Cunningham
branch
along
Rev.
a gavel for for days before they are clear six-day eight-hour day is nothof
the
ly going to pay a note on a day night, Dec. 22 in sponsor- Tri-State Defender took a 15- were sworn in last Sunday deservices with t h e and then they don't have any- ing," he said. "We only hope
Joan when she disappeared on ship for the depressed area of minute survey at Goldsmith's spite protests from the Bing- cabinet. Rev. D. S. Cunning- his long
ham, past president of the NAACP.
!those people who take it upon
thing."
Nov. 5.
Somerville and Fayette County, department store to see how hampton Civic League that the
Memphis branch and pastor of PLAN MASS MARCH
cross the picket
Tenn.
Mr.
Worsham
sad
the maids ' themselves to
Despite the fact that police
many Negroes were crossing election of those officers was Collins Chapel C M E church,
work
for those wages
and
line
don't think the girl was killed This marloi the first time the the picket line and ignoring the anything but on the "up and where the ceremony took place, Mr. Turner presided over the got $14 a week before the Union
see that it is hurting
will
out
of
that
followed,
.9
meeting
was
voted
in.
The
bellmen
at
where she was found, authori- singer has appeared in Mem- pickets to shop at the store. 111).
inducted the officers.
which plans were set up for a the hotel was the first to press them."
ties haven't any clews as to phis. Tickets are
$2.00
for From the period 12 noon to
mass march down main street for unionization of the workers, "How can they ever expect
where she might have been balcony and $2.50 for ground 12:15 p. m., a total of more
Christmas day starting he said. Then after the Union to raise their standard of livon
killed. The body had multiple floor and may be purchased than 394 Negroes whisked pass
promptly at 2 p. m. from the was in, up went the "NO Tipp- ing and hold their heads up with
stab wounds
in it, several from any member of the Alpha the pickets and the Negroes
headquarters. The ing" signs and they were rais- dignity while working like slavNAACP
through the heart region. It Phi Alpha fraternity.
handing out literature and enmarch is supposed to last for ed to $80 a month and given a es?"
tered the store.
half an hour and more than a contract on a day-to-day basis.
`11111111111111.I1111111111111111••5111111111ed
In talking with one of the
thousand marchers are expect- This was a year ago.
pickets about the situation, he
ed to participate
START PICKET LINE
said that he didn't know what
Guest speaker for the after- Mr. Worsham said the workthey could do to keep Negroes 3
noon was Gloster B. Current, ers set up a protest picket line
out of the stores that take their
national NAACP executive. Mr. in front of the hotel but that
then practically spit
Current stressed the fight for didn't accomplish
BURNED BY MOWER
anything.
ister to vote. Federal Judge money and
1960 CHRISTMAS GIVING
to the inner feelings of millions human rights and the need for Then the Union voted to
Roy Valentine, 12-year-old Marion Boyd had refused to in their faces when it comes
strike
of Negroes all over America. all Negroes to join in the fight and this was
youth of MI Hulet told police issue an injunction which would to eating facilities.
instituted two LONDON — (UPI) — Mrs.:
There's a new style Christ100 percent.
weeks ago.
& authorities that while he was temporarily restrain the white "They're practically break- mas gift that has made its ap- NAACP TOOK OVER
Eileen Kennedy of Storrs, Conn.
W pouring gasoline into a power tenants front evicting the Ne- ing the hinges off the doors," pearance on the Memphis scene
In the election of the NAACP He said that since the strike wife of a U. S. government
Then
the
NAACP
took
over
don't
"and
I
lawnmower that was running, groes. He has set the date Dec. said the picket,
this year.
the spearhead position in the officers, criticism was raised has been on Robert G. Snow- physicist working in Mozambithe solution iginited. Roy is 27, Tuesday, for hearing a mo- know what we can do about it It's the money individuals, fight for full citizenship. It has by backers of 0. Z. Evers as to den, owner of the hotel, hasn't que, was amazed by the redIn John Gaston hospital in fair tion for a preliminary injunc- except keep on walking and and clubs, and churches, and wrought wonderfully. It is still so-called
voting "irregulari- seen fit to come to a settle- carpet welcome she and her
ment with the Union and holds four children got here today.
condition with second and third tion. Most of the Negroes in- hope that they will come to other organizations are giving in the forefront of those move- ties."
their senses.''
degree burns over 25 per cent volved are sharecroppers.
to the Sit-in Fund, as it might ments ramrodding the Negro One report said that a blind to his stand of "not giving in Goln-braided officials whisked
of his body. His shoulder, chest NEGRO, WHITE HELD
the Kennedy's through customs
be called. In other words, those protest. Along with the Pullman man went to vote for Mr. Evers to a Union."
and back and parts of his head Police held Roosevelt Sims,
who are supporting the sit-in Porter's Union and other labor at the NAACP office and was Mr. Worsham said that the and immigration and settled
were severely burned. He does 18-year-old Negro delivery boy
movement have quietly and ef- organizations, plus the quiet led to believe that he had voted about 60 pickets working at in- them in a "VIP" lounge to wait
not know how the fire started. and E. J. Potts, 66, white, on
fectively convinced a lot of persistence of the Urban Lea- that way by an election official. tervals around the clock at the for their flight to Italy.
Negro individuals and groups gue, the NAACP has long been When the man who accompaniPASSENGER HURT
charges coming out of the theft
that it makes more sense to numbered among the "b i g ed the blind man to the polls
Elton Brown, 41, of Florida, of cigarettes and canned goods
give the , money that would three" . . . organizations de- asked to see the ballot he said
was seriously injured last week from Malone and Hyde, Inc.,
otherwise be spent for cards voted to the implementation of that he found out the official
when the car in which he was food distributors. Authorities
and other Yule-time trinkets to the Negro's aspirations for had marked down a vote for
B. said Sims would call orders to
riding, driven by Ernest
the more serious cause repre- citizenship.
Willis, 40, white of Alabama, the firm in the name of a
Dr. Vasco A. Smith, Jr. the
sented by the sit-in 'ers.
rammed into a parked car on Supermarket and then dick up
Now, comes another type of vote was changed.
was the orders and sell them at a
Jefferson. Mr. Brown
The money is needed to pay Negro protest, the Sit-Ins. They This was only one of the "irtreated for cuts of the face and discount to Potts, owner of This year the Memphis Club fines and lawyers' fees. It's came unexpectedly and with regularities" that the Binghamphead at John Gaston hospital Potts grocery at 1565 Lamar. of Tennessee A and I State uni- needed to support the morale such force, until even a lot of ton club reported to the Nationand then switched to Kennedy, Sims worked at Gag's Super- versity will give their annual of those who put their personal Negroes were caught flatfooted al headquarters in New York.
where he had been a patient. market, the store he allegedly scholarship dance with two of freedom, comfort, and peace of .
unable to catch the signifi- In a letter signed by Rev. T. R.
Mr. Willis was charged with made calls on for the orders. the summer Olympics brightest mind on the line to work in a cance or underlying principles Fugh, first vice president of the
reckless driving, no driver's Police said over $2,500 in goods stars as guests of honor.
cause that to date has done of the idea. The sit-in move- league, the local branch was
license, striking a parked ye- changed hands. Both men are Miss Wilma Rudolph, three- more to dramatize the Negro's ment is a technique that chal- assailed.
hide and driving while intox- held to the state- on $1,000 bond gold-medal winner and darling quest for first-class citizenship lenges the imagination, the cour- Despite the club's vehement
icated. His car was listed as and not guilty pleas.
of the
Olympics and Ralph than any other so far conceived. age, and intelligence of black'rejection of the NAACP elecand white alike.
tion as final, no sound of proa total loss. He was a patient BIG SHOW
Boston, gold medal winner and SONGS OF PROTEST
at Kennedy hospital also, in The big show of the month smasher of
Jesse
Owens' It has been observed that in But, it calls also for money. test was issued at the swearthe tuberculosis ward. He was will be an affair for everyone broad jump record will be on the days of slavery the Negro's All the other movements re- ing in of the officials.
jailed.
at the Avon theater, in West hand to greet the merry mak- most dramatic expression of quired money to apply their At the meeting plans were
his protest against the system programs. The sit-ins call for made for the weekly mass sesSUIT NAMES 81
Memphis, Ark, Friday night, ers.
Suits were filed in federal Dec. 23. Headlining this stage Annually the dance is held as was contained in his songs .. . even more money. For not only sion to be held at Mt. Olive
court against 81 white citizens show will be the man hi self, a non-profit venture to proved the Spirituals. In these songs do they require financial sup- CME Cathedral. Thus the mass
bondmen told of their sufof Fayette County by the U. S. "Mr. Take a Chance and Mr. scholarship
half
for some the
port for the usual symbols of meeting have returned to the
them Showmanship," Jeb Stuart, and worthy young man or woman ferings, their desires, their protest. , .such as handbills, place of their origin months
charging
government
reached
ago.
Thomas the desiring to continue their ed- longings. These songs
with economic discrimination featuring Carla
over-lords. placard,s signs, expenses for
against Negroes in their coun- Gee Whiz girl singing both ucation past the high school the ears of their
workers,
and
the
like.
regular
They were the expressions of
stratum.
ty. The Negroes were alleged- sides of her big record.
the souls of a people who had They have the added costs of
COPY DEADLINE
beagainst
discriminated
ThomBarbara
Perry,
Rufus
Robert Jamison is president suffered
ly
much. They also court fines and lawyer's fees.
cause they attempted to reg- as, plus a big surprise from of the club which
numbers reach the consciences of their The persons taking part in All columnists and writers
for the Tri-State Defender are
ister, or registered, to vote. the little man with the Magic over 600 active members. Miss masters.
sit-ins are showing a tremen- urged to send in their copy
that
area
said
is in Alice Harmon is assistant sec- Then followed the era of the dous faith in the general yearnParker
Sax, Tommy
Negroes in the
and columns at least 24 hours
whites pot them qff land when store for all. And last but not retary.
abolitionists. Leaders such as ing and determination of Negro- in advance for the issue of
regdesire
to
C
a
M
expressed
and
least a great person
they
Frederick Douglass, Sojourner es everywhere to attain the Dec. 31.
in the person of the one and FAMOUS TREE
Truth, William Lloyd Gerrit- status of full American citizen- Advertisers desiring to insert
TRIESTE, Italy — (UPI) — only WLOK's own Dick (cane) Richmond — Probably the on, kept the voice of Negro ship, without restrictions based special advertising copy in this
on race or color. The sit-in' era
Hospital authorities said that Cole_ Dick says it is going to most famous apple tree in the protest alive.
issue are prompted to contact
wrepped
up in world is the one under which
Then, there was the Garvey show their faith by making
Imre Woeroes, 22, a Naval of- be a show
Defender at least 5 days
the
ficer, would recover from swal- Christmas packages of enter- General Robert E. Lee sur- Movement led by Marcus Gar- their moves and waiting for prior
to the publication of the
with
just
gobs
of
tainment
rendered
to
General
U.
S.
Negroes
to
provide
which
"fell
the
vey, that splendid black dream- other
lowing some nails
issue.
by mistake" into his soup stars that spaco won't permit Grant at Appomatox. Virginia, er for MAO freedom and dig- money to get them out of the
JA 6-8397
Coll "Miss Results"
April 9. 1865.
nity. Garvey gave expression See Dark Shadows, Page 2 11111111111111111111111111i1111111111111111111111111111111111411%
aboard the Swedish ship Zetos. us to mention.
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Police Still Hunt
For Girl's Killer

Survey Shows
Some Negroes
'Picket Blind'

NAACP Plan Xmas Day
March Down Main Street
DARK

:Memphis-This Week°

y NAT D. WILLIAMS

Wrong Kennedy
Gets VIP Act

Olympic Stars
Memphis Club
Dance Guests

c

•

To Place Your Want Ad.

-

Air Tragedy Victim
Refuses Car Ride Home

Bury Lee Jones '
acioarazaatriat. Ex-Tuskegee
Staff Member
DEFENDER

Wk. Of Dec. 24-30, 1960

TUSKEG E'Ev,INSTITUTE Ala.
Funeral services., for Lee Are
drew Jones, 71, former member.
of Tuskegee Institute staff,
were conducted last week from
the
Greenwood
Missionary
Baptist church here. The Rev.
Raymond Francis Harvey, pastor, officiated.
Jones died Monday. Dec. 12,
in the Veterans Administration
Hospital here.
A 1912 graduate of Tuskegee
Institute, he, as a Jeanes supervisor, was a pioneer of the
Jeanes-Slater Fund's rural education program. The program
was designed to provide Negro
Boy Scouts
children with rudimentary ed- TWENTY-TWO
at Golden
198
Troop
from
ucation in the South. The fund
3196 Ford
Church,
Methodist
was founded in 1907 by Miss
last weekencamped
Road,
Booker
with
Jeanes,
T.
Anna
One. 445th
T. Washington a member of its end at Detachment
Troop Carrier Wing, located
first board of directors.
our friendship is
Jones held membership in
the Macon County Teachers Asa valued possession
sociation, The Alabama State
for which we thank
Teachers Association and the
you most sincerely.
American Teachers Association.
and the Masonic Order, Silver
Trowel Lodge 10.
—
He is survived by his widow, XENIA, Ohio — (UPI)
a prayer . . . out
said
"I
Mrs. Estelle J. Jones; a son,
university
Merry Xmas To You Jeff D. Jones of Washington, loud," Wilberforce
freshman Winslow Dill said.
D. C.; three sisters, Mrs. Lora "Otherwise, I could only keep
Perry of Detroit; Mrs. Hattie saying: How terrible! How
Borden of Birmingham and Mrs. terrible!"
Somerset, BermuEula Colquitt of Salem, Ala.; Dill, 21, of
was the only person who
da,
Four brothers, Henry Jones of failed to show up at takeoff
1287 Vollentine BR 6-9509 Detroit, Napoleon Jones of time at Dayton for Trans
Flight
Mr. Jessie James, Owner Philadelphia, James A. Jones of World Airlines' ill-fated
Saginaw, Minh. and Colonel 226.
The TWA Constellation and
leCtagt(ttr-14444" Jones of Opelika, Ala.

mAs
qf
Gig
Y

Adam Powel
Marries Aide

at Memphis Municipal Airremained
port. The Scouts
overnight in the visitor's
quarters, ate in the airmen's
dining hall, and were given a
special tour of base facilities

Wilberforce Student
Misses Tragic Flight
a United Air Lines Jet collided over New York City and
127 persons aboard the planes
were killed in the crash.
Dill said be heard the news
of the crash on television at
Emory Hall dormitory at the
university here. He had the
notation of his reservation on
the TWA flight in his pocket.
"You don't know how to describe such a feeling" he
said. "I'm still shaken up. I
knew instently it was my
flight that had gone down and
I started to pray."
Dill said be did ant make
the flight because he was unable to raise enough money
to buy his ticket.

'KLONDIKE FOOD
CENTER

agillePww"vmPlr"•••Me1111011111111111111111.

STARTS FRIDAY! ONE BIG WEEK!!

SUNLIGHT LIMIT
BOSTON — Sunlight cannot
penetrate water more than onequarter of a mile. Below that
depth there is little plant life
in lakes or oceans.
•••
FILM SEQUENCE
HOLLYWOOD — A person
who watches an average movie
sees about 250,000 separate pictures.

OUR BIG HOLIDAY ATTRACTION!
Where they came from, no black man dared command...
"Spit out what's
on your filthy
little mind—
and then
take your orders
from me!"

Darnell Mallory had been a United Air Lines DC1 jet.
away from home for aim ist SO he didn't make It home.
He was killed when the jet
four months and he was anxious to return to Summit, collided with a TWA constelia.
N. J., and spend the holidays tics over New York.
with his family.
The 19-year-old youth had
Just earned his first collegiate
football letter at Omaha university as a freshman.
He had suffered a hip In.
in Omaha's opening game
and hadn't reached his anticipated potential. But coach
Al Caniglia felt that Mallory
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico —
would be a great asset to the (UPI) — Rep. Adam Clayton
team in his final three years. Powell (D-N.Y.) married his
Darnell had to come to Oma- secretai) Ivette Diego in a
ha university with hometown- private ceremony.
ers Jim Kettle and Wayne
Miss Diego, 29, is from San
Backes to join Sophomore BarJuan.
She had been working
ry Miller, another Summit
for Powell for a year and renative.
and airplanes on the flight William Henry of 3370 Alta
Earlier this week, Miller signed her job last month.
line. Accompanying the group Road is Scoutmaster of Troop
Powell, 52, had been married
approached Mallory and askwas Mr. Felmer H. Miller 198. Host for the encampment
ed him to share expenses on twice before. He recently was
(standing, extreme right) of was Colonel William J. Johna Christmas holiday trip divorced by pianist Hazel Scott,
463 Hazelwood Road, a com- son, jr., Commander of Dehome.
whom he married 15 years ago.
Mr.
One.
troop.
tachment
the
for
mitteeman
Mallory declined because he His first wife was Isabel Washdidn't have any Friday clas- ington by whom he has an only
ses and had obtained permis- son, Adam Powell III.
sion to skip the junior varThe ceremony was performed
sity basketball game with by Judge
Edwin
Cones of
Nebraska Wesleyan universi- Juvenile court. Only members
Continued From Page 1
ty Jayvees Friday night.
of the couples' immediate fam•
Mallory's anxiousness to get illes were present. Powell's best
guts.
the
provide
They
situation.
home prompted him to board man was his friend Juan GarThey expect other Negroes to
cia Cubelo, director of the
provide the money. Then all
Hato Tejas National cemetery
gain the benefits.
here.
So, it was a pretty brainy
The bride is the granddaugh•
NEW YORK — Harlem's Hofor sit-in sponsors to call
move
ter of the
last
Republican
tel Theresa owner Love B.
mayor of San Juan, Gonzalo
Woods replied this week to the attention to the better use that
Diego, who served from 1.8311hundreds of congratulatory can be made for Christmas gift
40.
messages and expressions from money this year. Some are callShe and Powell have rented
well-wishers who lauded his
ing 1960 a red-letter year . .. University of Chicago sciena
Juan
conduct and operation of the
cottage outside San
tists in Iraq report finding more
hotel during the September because it witnessed the begin- than 50 valuable pieces of Su- where they will honeymoon.
crisis of the UN which made ning of the sit-in technique. merian art during excavations Powell, in addition to being
Cuba's Fidel Castro a hotel Many are calling louder for the at Nippur, ancient Holy City of the incoming chairmao of the
guest.
financial support that the ex- Babylonia, it was announced. House Committee on EducaPatrons from all over the pensive movement requires.
tion and Labor, is pastor of the
Richard C. Haines, field di- Abyssinian Baptist Church in•
world are requesting reservaasking that rector and architect cf the extions at the hotel, Woods said, Sensibly they are
Harlem.
and he has some conventions money that can be spared fort pedition, made the report in a The couple was due to return
A. Wilbooked into the hotel for as Christmas gifts be diverted to letter to Professor John
to New York City on Jan. 1
an even greater gift . . . The son, director of the university's when Powell was expected to
late as the fall of 1961.
It was between September '9 gift of selfrespect nd freedom. oriental institute.
introduce his wife to his conthrough 27 that Castro occuWilson said the scientists are gregation.
1111111111111111111111111
1111•11111111111111M1111
unearthing the Temple of manpied a 20-room suite in the
ARM.
na, goddess of war and love.
hotel, having as his guests
The temple lies 30 feet below STATE HOLDOUT
Egypt's Gamal Nasser, Ghathe earth's surface.
na's Nkrurns h, Russia's
LINCOLN — The original bill
Khrushchev, India's Nehr u,1
"The find," Haines said, "con- to admit Nebraska as a state in
and many other world leaders.'
sists of ritual objects and temple the Union was twice vetoed by
Woods said he has just about
gifts made of alabaster, Lapiz, President Johnson before ac•
caught up answering the telelazuli, marble and limestone. corded final approval.
grams, post cards, letters, caMore than half the statues of
bles and other messages.
men and women and one is of a
green translucent stone and a
Golden Brown Chicken gold head."
French Fries, Slaw

Castro's U.S. Dark Shadows
Hotel Host
Extends Thanks
Unearth 50
Pieces Of Art

T-K's

TOWN KASTLE
SPECIAL
CHIK-PAK

Noi4

NOTICE!

Hot Biscuits
Honey Butter
Fried to Order

POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP

69c
2 for $1.25
Call: WH 6-0189

REGARDS FOR EVERYONE
306 Poplar At La wider/alit

GOOD FOOD
for
GOOD PEOPLE
at
GOOD PRICES

COLUMBtA PICTURES resents

To all our neighbors mud
many friends we extend
greetings and our prayer
that this Yule season be

St. Matthew
Baptist Church

RIFF'S

Rev. H. H. Harper, Pastor
Meditative Arid Religious
Hour Broadcast 8 P. M.
WD1A.
643 Wicks Avenue
JAckson 5-7163

1

$875

Christmas Day

DURHAM
STEEL FOLDING
CHAIRS

163 BEALE STREET

Modern De gig n.
Handsome Appearance. Rugged Don,
V•gr
struction.
Durable

CONTACT US
FOR VOLUME PRICES

BERNATSKY BROS.
s-etes

Christmas

Live or Cut

CHRISTMAS TREES

in "FLAMING

vi[is
ifi.„,coN
LONI

Flocked, Pointed. or Natural
Pins Roping

Boxwood Gardens
MU 3-S 361

1 236 South Wellington
Post Office Box 311
We will be happy to
publish it for you
"Free" of Any
Charges

A MUCH APPRECIATED 9

$25a°
nd up
We S. Main St — IA.
Memphis. Tenn.
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Tri-State
Defender

FLORIDA at TRIGG

who caught hall In Korea!

Starts Next Friday! Dec. 30—ELVIS PRESLEY

UNIFORMS

T-K9S

s eeeemi

WOMEN'S APPAREL
FA. 7-9370
2248 Lamar
Lamar Airways Shopping
Center

Iiie.GlEN11 METIER MARCUM
ISEMAR Min

Closed

ii:441:61:• •

filled !fig: cheer, lore and
great happiness.

ies me HALL BARTLETT ixoduckc•

Mail In Your News
Stories To The

Merry Christmas

er
4.6 0;
p 4 1\
g

Phone JA. 54348

All Churches
Clubs
Birthday Perth's
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.
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To friends everywhere we extend
greetings of the
Christmas season.
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iii the season,to
wish you all well and to
say thank you For your
fine patronage this past
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A notherNew Year
is at band May it
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one for you and
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Men whom the spoils of office
teazel buy;
Men whom the lust of office
WASHINGTON, D. C. -does not kill.
Dwight M. McCracken, vice
Men who possess opinions
president, Liberty Mutual In- Wk. Of Dec. 24-30, 1960
aid a will,
surance Co., Boston, Mass. has
Men who have honor, Men
been elected chairman of the surance Institute for
Highway
who will not he:
board of overnors of the In- Safety.
area
The
in and around White not know the persons at
Men who can stand before a
Chapel School are really proud Such a person is Monroe M. demagogue,
of the principal, Monroe
W. Jackson. We know his name, And damn his treacherous
Jackson. The residents sent we know that he loves to give
flatteries without winking!-this letter in to the Tri-State sincere and bonest time and
MAN IN MIND
Defender.
service to the school and the
This author definitely had a
"WE the faculty of White's community, and many of us
person like
Mr. Jackson in
Chapel School and the residents received the benefits of
his mind, because he is truly the
of this area feel that this is a "Big Heart" and we have reepitome of the highest ideals
tribute long overdue to a won- ceived protection from those
embodied in mankind. Conderful person, and we wish to forces that would have harmsidering a demand for college
take this means of showing our ed us, when it was within his
a
educated men and having
Regular $23.95
appreciation to him.
power to do so. Yet very few
Passion to help educate his peoON EASY MIAS TOO!
"So often we live and work of us really know him, but we
ple Mr. Jackson completed his
with people and never really feel when the poet said:
NEW 1960 STYLE SARAN PLASTIC
education at LeMoyne College
know very much about them, God give us Men! &time like earning
To Fit Every Make and Model Car
the B. S. Degree, he
but when fate catapults them this demands
began his teaching career in
SAVE
MONEY
.BUY DIRECT FROM
into the limelight, we a r e Strong minds, great hearts,
sysSchool
County
Shelby
the
BATTERY
WAREHOUSE
and
shocked to discover that we did true faith and ready hands;
tem. He became principal of
2192 LAmASR
COVER CENTER
8-651EAT
Chapel Elementary
White's
CL
School in the fall of 1949, and
has watched the schools physimake tremendous
cal plant
strides under his very capable
START YOUR 1961 CHRISTMAS SAVINGS NOW!
leadership. He has done gradRENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
uate work at Tuskegee Institute
INTEREST
RECEIVE
and is currently enrolled at the
Place Your Order Now
Tennessee,
MemUniversity
of
For Individuals And Groups
SAVE for Christmas, °liege, Children. Cottage or
phis Branch.
Car
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
"Lending very freely of his
time and talents to his comPARTICIPANTS in recent Nashville's Meharry Medical Rolfe, dean of the medical
CUSTOM
Be
TAILORS
tomorrow
munity Mr. Jackson is a mem- Teleposium
inspect the com- College recently to hear lec- school; G. Egelston, of LederAll
Sii%
logs
Church
Accounts Opened by Christmas Pays You in
ber of Middle Baptist
munications equipment which tures on recent advances in le Laboratories which sponWhitehaven,
located in
he
Full Dec. 15, 1961
linked two major Negro med- heart disease. Shown here at sored the meeting; and (seatof his ical schools in history-mak- Meharry are (standing, I. to ed) Dr. Ralph
Deacon
serves as a
INC.
J. Cazort, pro.
Per
is 12-15-al
church and has served as Sec- ing conference. Some 700 r.) Dr. John Thomas, associ- lessor and chairman of the
Week
248 Vance Ave.
JA 7-9320
retary of the Church for a num- physicians gathered at Tuske- ate professor and director of pharmacology department.
Memphis, Tennessee
ber of years. He is also the gee Institute in Alabama and the heart station; Dr. D. T.
Per
en 12-1S-41
Week
Secretary of the Whitehaven
"YOUR Company Makos Whet You Ask For And
District Association, Dean of
Croates What You Think or
ALL SAVINGS 10006 INSURED and SECURED
of
the Educational Congress
TEN DOLLARS to TEN MILLION
Shelby
the B. T. U., Sec. of
County Principals Association,
Withdrawals May B. Made At Any Time
and a member of West Tenn.
OPEN YOUR SAVINGS ACCOUNT TODAY
Educational Congress.
BY MAIL OR IN PERSON
"We urge you to continue the
fine work you are doing Mr.
Jackson, because we appreciate
Men and women who were A meeting will be held at
your services and we are very
able to walk upright and at- the Abe Schraff branch of the
556
MADISON AVE. BUILDING
proud to have you in our World
tend meetings to help those YMCA, Friday, December 16, Young men and women who
and as a part of our lives." stricken
MEMPHIS 3, TENNESSEE
with the dreaded at 8:00 p. m. All persons in- have been thinking about joindisease of Polio, Birth Defects terested in any phase of the ing the Air Force, but have
and Arthritis, carried a mes- Campaign are invited to at- been putting it off until after
sage of hope December 6, when tend — your help is needed. the holiday's. may now process
Mr. Charles W. Bynum, a na- So please say yes, to the their application and be qualified to leave for training after
tional officer of the New March
New
March
of
Dimes."
the
holidays.
of Dimes of America, visited
Not only can they stay home
Memphis,
PORT MANMOUTH, N. J. — until after the holidays but they
Mr. Robert Blecken and Dr.
(UPI)
— Fire raged unnoticed will be placed in a Buddy
J. E. Jordan, Chairman and
May God who gave His love
The students, at Henderson Co
than three hours Sun- Flight and trained together.
for
more
-Chairman of the New March
If
you
are
looking
Pr°our many good friends, patrons
for
a
good
IBusiness College. having com- of Dimes for Memphis and day at the most embarrassing
-I- and neighbors we extend our moot
In the Christ Child make this L,OristmaS
pleted three-fourths of the first Shelby County, and a part of of places — the local firehouse. job with an excellent future,
the Air Force has the opporeinem greetings and best wishes for
academic semester, began a the workers met Mr. Bynum
A passerby discovered the tunity of a lifetime in such
a happy Yuletide endowed with joy
long awaited vacation from and discussed plans for the
Joyous, and may His Spirit
blaze and turned in an alarm, fields as mechanics, electronand song and good fellowship.
studies, and left school for the Campaign for 1961.
ics,
and
finance
accounting,
1960
Christmas holidays, on Dec 20. The meetings were held dur- bringing the town's red-faced
clerical work, personnel, comKeep you through the coming year.
The spirit of Christmas was ing the day of Mr. C. W. By- volunteer firanen rushing to munications and many other
celebrated by the administration num's visit.
the scene.
excellent fields of work.
May the tender memories
faculty and students with a par- The first meeting which inThe blaze, started by defect- See your local Air Force Rety
cluded Mrs. R. Q. Venson, Co- ive wiring in the firehouse
kit- eruiter at U. S. Air Force ReCome to the Store where yew er•
Upon their return, on Jan 3. Chairman of the Youth DivisOf happy times
cruiting Office, 256 Madison
treated with courtesy and dignity.
chen,
damaged
badly
the
buildthe students will he confronted ion for the Campaign, Mrs. W.
ave. For information on how;
gems, end tie exMANNE'S LADIES SHOP
with three and a half weeks M. Fields and Mrs. S. B. Kyles, ing. But the three fire engines you can qualify now and stay'
W
-your loved ones
1727 Lamar Ave.
ceeding 114,1 . • •
more of classes and studying be- Co-Chairmen of the Special were saved.
at home for the holidays.
-.•
BR 4-5140
fore taking their final exam- Gifts division, Mr. R. Blecken
m a tinew 5
inations scheduled for Jan 23- and Dr. J. E. Jordan, Chairman
Give joy to your heart.
24. With this Herculian task be- and Co-Chairman of the Camfore them, the students are paign. and Mr. Bynum, was
pledged to thirteen-days of lei- held soon after Mr. Bynum's
sure, and left saying. "All work arrival at the New March of
and no play makes Jack a dull Dimes Headquarters at 2071
Rev. D. S. Cunningham, Pastor
boy."
Union Avenue, where plans
were made to obtain special
PHILADELPHIA — (UPI) — gifts for the Campaign, and the
Christmas is time for good will program plans for teen-agers
toward all men, but Christmas. in the same campaign.
and Double x
traffic may not be.
The second meeting consisted
CREAM
Bus Driver Edwin Stewart re- of a luncheon between Mrs. R.
YOU DON'T HAVE TO "SIT-IN"
ported to his supervisor that he Q. Venson, Mrs. Cooper Tayto get service hero
honked at a car in front of him lor, Mother March Co-ChairJust "Mail-In" your orders today
at a traffic light in the rush- man; Mrs. S. B. Kyles, Mrs.
hour shopping jam. but the car W. M. Fields, Dr. Jordan and
didn't move. Instead the driver Mr. Bynum, where plans were
got out of the car and walked discussed for integrating all
phases of the campaign.
back to the bus.
The third meeting, which inStewart
asked
to
open
He
the
window. Stewart did and got cluded Mrs. Alma Morris, Mrs.
the driver's fist in his face. S. B. Kyles, Mrs. W. T. Fort,
Mrs. Cooper E. Taylor, Mrs.
Buy by the case at a saving
Fastest
Mildred Riley, Mrs. Pearlie
Place Your
Price, Mrs. Alcreasa Green,
Also Mixed Cases at
Growing
Order
Draquilla Coyer, Mrs. W. M.
Case Prices. Quick and
HOME REMODELING
Fields, Mr. James Williams,
Line Of
Today,
FIBRE GLASS
Courteous Service
Dr. John E. Jordan, Mr. RobAWNINGS
ert 0. Blecken, Mrs. R. Q.
Greeting
Before
CAR PORTS
Venson and Noah Bond. was
SPECIAL
SPECIAL
the Vance Avenue
at
held
Cards
In
The Rush
Aluminum Doors & Windows
Branch of the YWCA, where
NO MONEY DOWN
America
plans for the entire Campaign
Season
FHA TERMS
were made.
Cali ov,sir
40 YEARS
Today!
Begins
These plans consisted of
Soft it. Fibre Glass end ConAt The Same Address
struction Co., Inc. of Memphis Fashion Extravaganzas, Teas,
Coffees, and a LeMoyne College
_:........„.._-,......
WH 8-4079
Ladies Invited
theatrical production to aid in
1211 S. Parkway E.
reaching the goal of $20,000.00
for the year.
. onsi Mrs. Jahn Crawfard

'Heads Highway Group

White's ChapelReally
Proud OfSchoolHead
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AUTO SEAT COVERS

SPECIAL
WAREHOUSE
PRICE
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Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

6%

SAVE today . SECURE

H s

Support March Of Al: Vols Can
Stay Home
Dimes In Memphis For Holiday

Save $ 5.00
Save $10.00

Receive $265.00
Receive $530.00

Baptist Building Savings, Inc.

Xmas Spirit
At Henderson

Brighten your Holidays with...

MIDWAY

FOREST HILL/

LIQUOR STORE

EGG NOG

Shop For Your
Holiday Dining
Pleasure
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Bourbon - Brandy
Liquor • Gin - Wine
it
Vodka
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COMPLETE

Collins Chapel C.M.E. Church
678 Washington Avenue

CHRISTMAS CARDS

• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe

===— NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLF.M

Tel. JA 6-9963

MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.

355 BEALE AVE.

20 Cards

'1"

Win A MAGNAVOX!
Stereophonic High Fidelity

NEGRO GREETING CARDS

NOTHING TO BUY!
JUST COME IN
AND REGISTER!
FEATURES:
• Stereo Amplifiers
• Tone Control
• Balance Control
• 2-8" Speakers with
• Coaxial Tweeters
• Diamond Sapphire Stylus

Magnavox
Symphonotto

Mahogany

$139.50

Available also in
Maple, American Walnut
or Danish Walnut

el

1960
V.

A

nd good
will toward
all men.
Unto all

affaC,

lrims on

APPLIANCESNc
$149.50
, SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

/

20 Cards
5150

M

ay the peace and
good will of the first
Christmas be with you
and your friends tow
and alwayi.

We Have Two Stereo Listening Rooms
Bring Your Favorite Records Or Hear Ours

T. H. HAYS 11 SONS

760 Union Aye., JA 7-2631— 2268 Park Ave., FA 34501

680 S. Lauderdale

FUNERAL HOME
Telophon• JA 5-3515

we extend
our sincere
best wishes and regards.

SOUTHERN FUNERAL HOME
On. of The South's Finest

440 Vance Ave. — JA 7-7311

Cards
Assortment Of All Occasion
• Also Special
Gitt Catalog
• New Value•Packed
W,41Your Customer's Nam....
• Imprinted Frei,
a Easy To Sell
• Nr•w 1960 Slim Line
AGENTS AND DEALERS WANTED

FASHION GREETING CARDS
6651 MICHIGAN AVENUE
CHICAGO 37, ILLINOIS

of from the National Convocation Travellers, a local singing
Unto Us A Child Is Born.... visit the Chapel in interest
to see the new Chapel and group; a chapel matron and
ReliChild Programming in
GRATEFUL TO COS.
gious Activities at the Y, were young minister Alfred S. Hood pianist, Mrs. Elizabeth WoodAfter the Service the YMCA Bishop W. H. Reed of the Ha- of New Orleans spoke to the Nit of a S. Memphis Mission
Chapel will be transformed into waiian Islands, who praised the classes from the Scriptures.
Society; a sacred song lyrics
A Holiday Wonderland where a work for having attracted 85 The Chaplain's staff consists teacher, Roger Copeland of the
Wk. Of Doc. 24-30, 1940
big Christmas House Party will children whose names appear
Bible class instructor, El- AME Methodist churches; a visbe stage for the Chapel Chil- on the register; Evangelist W. of a
Isiaiah Ogilvie of iting hostess of the evening,
Elwood
der
dren.
0. Portee of Los Angeles, Calif.
Chapel services at the YMCA marveled at the new decor of the Church of God In Christ, Mrs. Helen Chandler Shelby of
are grateful to all companies the interior of the chapel beau- who set up the Chapel in the the Emmanuel Episcopal
and business establishments, tiful; Pastor Lee Nuckles of YMCA and called the children church, who presented special
which so graciously sent in Pentecostal Temple, Canton, to service; a minister of music. 'cores in Ecclesiastical music;
gifts for the children in forms Ohio, stole a few moments William Riley of the Christain James Alston of the Proggresof toy playthings and cake and
ice cream galore!
Appreciation to all parents
who inspired their little ones
Child; "Joy to attend the "Children's Hour,"
Chapel services at the Young Chapel will be highlighted for Birth of the Lord
and Ad- without which would not have
Praise
World";
to
the
"A
g,
Men's Christian Association, the children by presentin
oration to the New Born King, been a success. You too. are
the Abe Scharff, branch, are Child's Worship Service."
from St. Luke 2:8-14; "Hark! invited to attend and peep in
Come
"0
me:
presenting, "The Children At The Program
Sing": and on the Children as they enjoy
Christmas Time," Friday night, All Ye F a ithfu I"; Prayer The Herald Angels
Chaplain's Prayer their Merry Christmas House
8:30 p.m., Dec. 23, in the beau- Around the Altar Beautiful; A finally, A
Everywhere at Party at the "Y."
Children
for
the
tiful YMCA Chapel. This pro- Phrophet's Scriptural Foreword
These Scrip- TOOK TIME OUT
Time.
s
Christma
ChapIsaiah,
of
Book
the
of
from
weeks
10
gram will climax
Among the outstanding ceand Carols
ons
Inspirati
tural
"Silent
VI;
Child Programming in Hell- ter IX, Verse
who took time out to
lebrities
Theme,
Biblical
gious Activities, Church Disci- Night"; "0 Little Town of will depict the
Bethlehem"; A Scripture Lespline, Bible Classes.
Christmas Services in the son from St. Luke 2:1-7, on the

'4

DEFENDER

YMCA Presents Xmas
Program December 23

We are borrowing from the
little third graders of Walker
Avenue school, this week. What
are we borrowing? .. . the answer to "What is the Meaning of
Christmas?"
According to Mother Bear in
the story book, it is "Doing
something to make someone
else happy." And if we think
hard, readers . .. Was not this
the true meaning behind that
"blessed event" of long ago?
Then, the little ones say when
we do something to make someone else happy on this holiday
will feel good from
• . . "We
the inside out."
And, we will. "A Very Merry
Christmas to all."

sive Baptist church served as a
big brother boat; and many
others.
The Chapel Children at the
Abe Scharff Branch YMCA and
the members of the Chaplain's
Staff wish a Merry Christmas
and Happy New Year to all.
The gifts of religious institutions and interested indiviuals have been received anda
applied toward the completion MIF
of the Chapel project.

C THOMAS PAIGE

Business College Glee club was
the guest choir.
The musical was sponsored by
the senior choir of the church
located at 118 West Trigg.
Mrs. A. G. Owens is the president and William Harvey, sr. is
the conductor.
Rev. M. L. Young, is pastor.

find the Savior.
"Now when Jesus was born us to want to
in the midst of
us
of
one
Each
the
In Bethlehem of Judea, in
strange things that
the
all
of
beKing,
the
Herod
of
days
must once again
hold there came wise men are happening
IFISK CHOIR presented the
in quest of the Savior.
set
out
m,
Jerusale
to
East
the
from
annual Christmas carol servstrange
things —
saying, 'Where is He that is There are
ice
Saturday and Sunday, Dethings going on in our lives cember 10 and 11, 8 p. m. in
born King of the Jews? For
us
send
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
should
day that
the Fisk Chapel. Denis Cowwe have seen His star in the each
Gilbert Branch, presiding min- East, and are come to wor- out in quest of the Savior.
an, who is director of the
an,
ister of Jehovah's Witnesses
In the midst of world condi- University Choir, offered a
ship Him." — Matt. 2:2.
nounced that the four congregaonce again we varied program of Christmas
we come to the tions today —
tions of Jehovah's Witnesses Once again
see something and spiritual music. "Gloria"
only
not
must
of
birth
ation of the
have been invited to attend a commemor
ourselves to
e
rededicat
but
season carries
three-day convention to be held Christ. Hhis
Savior that
the
see
to
wanting
peomore
Dec. 30. It will be held at the greater meaning to
kindled
be
might
flame
a
season of
Abe Scharff Branch YMCA of ple than any other
we may do ill that
that
anew
have
men
ly
254 Lauderdale at., here. Gil- the year. Historical
as a sea- we can to make this a better
bert Branch will head the local looked to this season
lives World.
whose
Men
delegation of about 300 persons. son of hope.
One thing stares each of us
have been constantly haunted
NEW TYLER AME
Convention is arranged with insecurity can now look in the face today — not only
l'he
Christmas at New Tyler AME by the Watchtower Bible and
with an air of must we see the Savior but we
church of 568 Carpenter will be- Tract Society of New York, Inc to the future
must let this look inspire us
gin at 5 a. m. with a beautiful of Brooklyn, New York, for Je- hope.
want to be like Him. Once
to
coming of Jesus
Christmas cantata.
hovah's Witnesses. More than Prior to the
we must take our place
again
in
sides.
hill
on
Breakfast will be served in 600 delegates are expected to men have sat
wise men of all genthe
with
shanthe lower level if the church, attend the Memphis meeting. pastures, in broken down
eration and go out in quest of
places
other
countless
Immediately after the Cantata. "The purpose of the meeting," ties and
Jesus. Not only is this true in
Sunday School will begin at said Gilbert Branch, "is to pro- waiting for someone who would, the days prior to Jesus but it
!
9:30 a. m. The sermon for the vide additional Bible instruction lift them out of their dilemma. is equally true now — wise men
day will be "The Promise of for the Witnesses and to enable Then one day the star of hope are still in quest of Jesus.
began to shine. The long anDeliverance." Rev. Robert Mcthem to use Bible principles
Wise men without qualification
day was now over. They
xious
Rae, the pastor, will deliver it
every-day
to
their
always been io search of
fully
more
have
during the morning worship lives and activities." There will who had looked so long have
The wiser the man the
Jesus.
where
place
the
gotten to
hour at 11.
he wants to find
be morning afternoon, and eve- now
likely
more
anxieties were realized.
The children will present an ning sessions devoted to Bible their
Jesus. This has been historithe
of
laborers
anxious
Interesting Christmas program talks, discussions and practical These
cally true. Wise men of all ages
vineyard are now quicken to have always wanted to find
demonstrations.
at 5:30 p. m.
activity because at last
The pastor and congregation Speakers will include district greater
Jesus. Only .those men of limin a position to be
are
they
Invite you to worship with them and circuit ministers as well as
ited knowledge and ability have
rewarded for their labor.
this Christmas
crier' out, "No room for Jesus."
missionaries and congregation
On the outside something had
CASTALIA BAPTIST
The most unfortunate thing
overseers.
•
haPpertid. Many times even in that confronts us today is the
"No Room in The Inn." a
The highlight of the Conventhis day something must hap- fact that many—far too many
Christmas pageant, will provide tion will be
reached on Sunday,
a fitting climax to Sunday's at 3 p. m. when a 'special re- pen on the outside to arouse people are crying out,'No room
us to Ate real significance of for Jesus." Life is affording
services at the Greater Castalia
presentative will address the
at
begin
It
will
church.
Baptist
that which is worthwhile.
them successes that they feel
meeting. The subject will be "Is
at no real need for Jesus. To this
7:30 p. m. under the direction of
God Interested in the Affairs Years ago people looked
Mrs. !viable Watson.
their feet and their hands and extent Jesus is relegated to the
of Men?"
Taking part in the pageant
both looked new. As these wise smaller places of life. How unwill be Mrs. Annie Hunter, BETHLEHEM BAPTIST
men looked at their sky they fortunate this must be! Never
Mrs. Lurlmene Waller, Charles There will be a very interest- noted that the sky had chang- befor" in the history of man
Raker, John Waller, 0. D. Min- ing program held at the New ed — something unseen before has such a demand been placed
or, Mrs. Carlina Morris, Frank Bethlehem Baptist church of was now on the scene. A mys- on the fact that man must
Mattix, Authur Martin, Percy Proctor, Ark., Sunday, at 11 terious star has now appeared give some place or the immiWard, Claude Brooks. Willie a. m. It will be church's Christ•
on the scene — and an answer nent part of his life to Jesus.
Stewart, Little Miss Yolanda mas program. Mrs. Tinnie Mae
is imperative. After some con- Today we must allow His spirMinor, Elbert Rich, Lorenzo Frazier and Robert Denson are
sideration these wise men de- it to become our spirit, His
Guy, Ervie Brooks. jr. and Mrs. the sponsors.
cided it was the star herald- will to become ous and His
Autharine Minor. The choirs of
Rev. M. C. Cooper is the pas- ing the birth of Jesus. Not only whole outlook on life to become
the church will render the mu- tor
was it true that something hap- ours. This is the soul salvation
sic. Mrs. Gladys Shannon and
Mr. Denson wrote of this to us pened bn the outside but this of our world today.
the
are
Mrs. Virginia Grant
and we must add we "were hap- outside, happening caused
We at this point in our world
musicians.
py to hear from him and we
on the must be motivated from within
happen
to
g
isomethin
Rev. Calvin Mims is the min- are looking forward to more
to want to see Jesus. The hills
Inside.
ister.
news of his church and the surwe have to climb, the river we
men
wise
At this point these
MT. ZION AME
rounding area."
JANA PORTER
have to span, the obstacles we
and
go
to
urge
inner
an
felt
A Musical Extravangaza was MARTIN TEMPLE
nobe
should
confront
to
have
In
king.
born
new
held at the Mt. Zion A M E Miss Marie Bradford will be worship this
thing to deter our desire to
church, the past Sunday. It was in charge when the youths of a like manner this year all of
want to see Jesus. We must let
and
star
new
a
see
highly enjoyed by all present. Martin Temple hold the Christ- us must
nothing stop us from being urgThe featured soloists were mas program this morning. She feel an urge to want to serve
on to see Jesus. A new star
ed
series
a
be
must
There
V.
Jesus.
is the superintendent.
Miss Laverne Kneeland, Mrs.
come into our lives — we
has
this
Grant. Mrs. Frances Franklins, Rev. L. A. Storey is the min- of things happening even in
at all cost!
day and time that will beckon must see Jesus
Mrs. Edith Griggins, Mrs. Iret- ister.
.to Smith, Andrew McCoy and
II. C. Owens. The Henderson

by Antonio Vivaldi featured
soloists, Angeline Butler of
Eastover, S. C., Henrietta
Yancy of Waco, Texas, Jacqueline Wade of Murfreesboro, Tenn., Barbara Buell of
Conway, S. C., and Ercel Redmond of Oxford, Mississippi.
included
Other
selections

"Pastoral Symphony from
Messiah" by Handel, "0 Magnum Mysterium" by Tomas
Luis Da Vittoria and the arrangements of John W. Work,
Flak Music Professor. Fisk
University Choir is the oldest
choral organization in Tennessee. It was originally known

as the Mozart Society, organized in 1880 by Professor A.
K. Spence. In addition to the
annual Christmas services,
the choir provides music for
the University Church each
Sunday, and presents a concert in connection with the
Annual Festival of Music and
Art.

FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS
THAT WON'T JAR YOUR BUDGET
Visit Your Quality Stamp Redemption
Center. Quality Stamp Centers
Are Stocked With Wonderfu!
Gifts Made Especially For Santa's Bag. Visit Big Star And
Your Redemption Center
Today!
Yes Madame,
I am sure you too have found Jack
Sprat canned vegetables, enriched flour
and white cream meal simply wonderful as have other readers of yours truly's
effort to acquaint you with these wonderful products. I have never had so
many calls before — thanks a million.
Not only are Jack Sprat's stick to your
rib foods, the very best, but you have
never had jam, preserves, mincemeat,
pickles, and other relishes quite as tasty
and good as Jack Sprat's.
So when you do your last minute
Xmas shopping make all of your staples
as well as dainties Jack Sprat. You will
find them in abundance at your favorite Rig Star Stores.

XMAS MINCEMEAT PIE
To make Crusts and Decorations for
two Mincemeat Pies:
Measure 3 cups Jack Sprat enriched Wheat flour, then sift with 11-2 teaspoons of salt. Add 1-2 lb. shortening.
Blend until shortening is the size of
small peas.
Now take 5 tablespoons of cold water
and add to mixture. Mix lightly and
press together with a fork. Divide into
three portions.
Roll out each portion event', about
1-8 inch thick. Use 2 cups Mincemeat
for each pie. Use the third crust to decorate the two pies with star cut outs.
The small fry will love to make this
mincemeat pie.
Merry Christmas to all of you. —
Jana Porter

CHOIR ROBES
•,tyiiny
superbly tailored
- at an economy price4
SHAPIRO-SOUTHERN

Hi9li

UNIFORM COMPANY
Jo6 3641
S Yttord at Umon

JOYOUS CHRISTMAS

Get Complete

Pictorial
Coverage
In The

YOUNG TALENT pose in front of the WDIA radio
station for their picture after the traditional Big
Star Talent alicrw heard each Saturday on the powerful station. This recently heard show featured the
young, really young talent of Memphis, but that
doesn't mean that the talent wasn't as good or as
well presented as their elder talented cohorta. These
kids are just as well prepared for stardom as any

TRI-STATE
DEFENDER
On

Weddings
Anniversaries
Churches
Club Events
Banquets

Call: JA. 6-8397
And Ask For
The Picture Editor

The Chriptmx% Star Shines' Once Arafft
With A Iletamage Of Peace And Good Cheer
%le Al fiss en College 11 WI For You A Merry
Christmas .And A Happy New rear.

OWEN COLLEGE
Charles L. Dinkins
President

ever heard on the show. Who knows, some may make
It big. Front row, from left, Freedia Williams, Tbeorenlyn Dotson, Jennie Green, Paulette Green and
Cathy Green. Second row, Bevelyn Dotson, Selbie
Ivory, Wash Faulkner, Jr., Thomas Knight, Leona
Pope. Third row. Leroy Arnold, Curtis Three, George
Smith, Charles Hemp and Leo Smith.

Some Farmers Tax Due In By Feb. 15 Fisk Granted
If a farmer clears 6400 from Informational

booklets

A farmer's work

are

is never sure you get yours when your

his farm operation he must available at your social secur- done. However, farmers are re- work is done.
See that your
make an income tax report ity office.
tiring
and
getting
social
farm
securearnings
are reported
and pay his social security tax. Farmers, your social security

Some farmers' income tax returns are due Feb 15, 1961,
others on April 15, 1981.
A
No matter what date they are
y due you must make a return
if you clear $400 from your
farm operation in 1960. This report will give you valuable
social security credits to protect your family and provide
for your retirement.
Young farmers sometimes
overlook the requirement that
social security reports of their
earnings must be made if they
clear at least $400 in a year.
They are also overlooking the
social security protection that
these reports provide them and
their family.
SOCIAL SECURITY
Some farmers now get social
security disability payments
each year.
Young farmers will need 10
years of social security credits
, to get retirement payments. Although they have no choice in
making self-employment reports each year they clear $400,
it is important for them to
know what these taxes mean
in social security protection.

r

benefits will be based on you:
earnings. Make sure your payments will be right by keeping
records of your income and expenses. Use these records to
make correct tax 'returns.
Social security credits don't
Just happen. To get them your
work must be reported. Selfemployed farmers do their own
reporting when they make their
federal income tax returns
each year. Be sure your social security credits are right
by keeping accurate records
your reports
making
and

promptly.
Social security payments are
based on your reported earnings. Farmers, make sure
your payments will be right
by keeping accurate records of
your farm earnings and making
correct reports each year.
Farmers who operate at a
loss or have low earnings can
still get social security credits
if their total sales are at least
$600. Farmers are allowed to
report up to $1200 earnings for
social security by using twothirds of their total farm income.

YOU CAN'T BE THIS!
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©
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ity payments every day. Make right each year.
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Burns To Death

JIMMIE SIODENS COUNTRY HAM MOTEL

What? No Elephants

Can Now Treat Vets
An Private Hospital

111 114

H▪ .A. CARROLL & co.
JA 3-1626:
405 Monroe
—
•
HERBERT STREW • WALTER STREW •

May His Blessings be upon you this Yule es we observe His
birth and may your hearts be filled with a great and everlasting peace and joy.

MRS. ROSALIE LEE RICE
ROSALIE'S TOGGERY
317 So. Lauderdale
Phone JA 7-4727

Emergency treatment of veterans in private hospitals may
be paid for by the Veterans Administration only if the medical
care is for a service-connected
condition, Harry G. Phillips,
Officer-in-charge of the VA office In Memphis, said today.
The medical emergency must
have been such that an attempt
to secure admission to a VA
hospital would have been hazardous to the veteran, Phillips added. The Veterans Administration may assume full medical
responsibility in such cases only if the emergency treatment
is reported to the nearest VA
Regional Office within 72 hours
after the veteran's admission to
the privatc hospital.

DON'T MISS
Your
Read it Each & Every Week'
Use Our Home DeliveryService
KNOW WHAT'S HAPPENING!
—PP Fill in Application Now
For

TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Home Delivery Service

Mike and Model Car

BATTERY WAREHOUSE
2192 LAMAR
GL 8-6851
LOOK!
ARMSTRONG VINYL-LINOLEUM

FLOOR COVERING
Ceramic & Plastic — Tile Carpet
Nothing Down—Small Monthly Payment

45 days 'til 1st Payment
For Free Estimate

and

Information

Call WH 6-1220
Harrison Floor Covering -2123 Florida St.

We are indeed thankful for the
friendships of thosz-,about us and the
happiness that has come to us as a
result of these associations. May
this Christmas favor you with a Season of genuine happiness and content.

UNION PROTECTIVE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Memphis, Tenn.
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Pity the poor housewifel—
caught up in the Yuletide rush.'
Even a memory expert is liable to forget some of the lastminute items listed below:
1. Safety — Check the light
bulbs and oranments for the
tree. At the same time, have
a few extra fuses in the
house for that unexpected
blackout.
2. Thoughtfulness — Double-check your gift list. Have
you forgotten someone in the
hospital, someone away from
home for the first time? What
about that friend who sent
you a gift at the last minute? Wire flowers. FTD florists can deliver bright and
blooming flowers and plants
almost up to the time that
Santa comes down the chimney.
3. Entertaining — Stock the
pantry with enough goelies
for both children and adult
visitors. Have fruit, cheese
and other not-so-fattening tid368 Boole Street
bits around for the dieters,
in addition to those guests
who eat with holiday gusto.
4. Convenience — Go to the
bank, visit the hairdresser,
gas up the car. Most service
businesses cl o se early on
Christmas Eve and many do
not reopen until after the holiday.
5, party-Going — Mark all
of your social commitments
on a calendar. This busy season may make you forget an
appointment and many a host
has been made less than merry by the "no-show" guest.
F i n ally, don't relax. New
Tear's Eve is just around the
calendar corner.

On Easy Terms Too!
To fit Every
Save Money

Wishing You A Very Merry Christmas

TR1-STATE DEFENDER

_Application

Here's A Countdown
For Xmas Safety

BATTERIES
6 Volts $7.95
12 Volts $11.95
45
SPECIAL WAREHOUSE PRICE

The VA cannot pay private
hospital bills for the veterans
who elect to receive treatment
in non-VA facilities as a matter
of choice rather than of necessity, Phillips explained.
A veteran who has paid his
private hospital bill for emergency treatment of a service.
connected condition may file a
claim for reimbursement by
the VA, Phillips said.
These claims may be approved upon condition that the veteran submits proof that the
emergency required him to be
taken to the nearest private
hospital for treatment and
would not have permitted his
admission to a VA hospital.

_

Phone

I under,tand this 16-page Memphis newspapor is publishei every Wednesday end costs only
1Se pie copy. Thank You.
(NOTE Bring of mall this application tot Home Delivery Dept. do Tri-State Defender,
236 S. Wellington, Memphis, Tennessee).

PHONE JA 6-8397 FOR MORE DETAILS
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Punctures Heart
With Plastic
Comb, Boy, 2, Dies
A two year old boy died Satur
day when his heart was punc
tured by s pointed handle of a
plastic comb. The police said
Charles Chapin, Jr., apparently
fell on the comb.
The victim's father said his
son walked into the kitchen mith
the comb protruding from his
chest.
He was rushed to a hospital,
but was dead on arrival.
11811111111111M111111111111110,111111111111IIiiiiiiiiiitila
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A good husband is merely
a rood son grown up.
—(Mary Allan)

MIDWEST MILK

Per •
Gal,•

1

Words of the Wise

each time you buy 2 half-gallons of

I: Paint & Wallpaper$900i
: SAVE UP TO

1 City

Wk. Of Dec. 24-30, 1960

NASHVILLE, Tenn. — President S. J. Wright announced re- LANHAM, hid. — (UPI) — A
cently that Fisk university has husband searching for his esbeen granted 882.400 by the Na- tranged wife shot and killed a
homeun der dperi:e
•Ol
tional Science Foundation to
support a Summer Science In- woman neighbor Sunday before
At
tit
rt
stitute for 80 teachers of he was shot to death himself by
milk
Methods of communication manac. The widely-distributed Science and
Mathematics in the victim's husband.
ivei!
spanning the years from an- annual publication first appear- secondary schools.
Prince George County Deteccient Persian runners to space
ed in 1922. One year, 1945, was The program will consist of
age satellites are featured in
two courses in each of three tive Charles H. Nelley said the
the new 1961 Telephone Alma- skipped because of wartime pa- fields, biology,
chemistry and shooting occurred about 1 a.m.
iiiimill111
nac, now being distributed in per shortages.
!!!!!iisessmi
physics, and several special EST at the home of Mr. and
Memphis.
lectures by eminent scientists Mrs. Lee B. Rose.
Copies of the booklet are
from various sections of the
available at the Court Avenue
country. The sequence of According to Nalley, Norman
telephone business office, accourses, together with two McLeod Reed, 40, kicked in the
cording to Milton H. Smith, Jr.,
courses in education and an in- door of the Rose home in an atDistrict Manager for Southern ONAMIA, Minn. — (UPI) — vestigation project, will lead to
An Indian couple burned to the Master of Arts degree in tempt to see his estranged wife.
Bell.
Mrs. Lorraine Reed, who had
OLD KENTUCKY COUNTRY HAMS
The Overland Express, mes- death in
fire in a two-room Science Education.
The institute will be conduct- been living with the Roses dursages carried by gas-filled bal- house about 10 miles north of
"Everybody Likes 'Ern
ed for 8 weeks, June 12 through ing her pre-divorce separation.
loons and the first underseas
here early Sunday.
*pal Hickory Smoked
Size 1$ to 30 Pounds,s,",
August 4 1961. It is another one The 39-year-old Mrs. Reed,
telegraph cable in 1886 are
two Toe, Old Country Hems
other early methods of com- Killed in the blaze were Mrs. of Fisk's programs in science mother of four children, fled
Sly Month Old Country Homo
munication described in the al- Mary Foxx, and Harry Mit- education aimed at improving when her husband began firing.
110e poi LI
On* Year Old Country Mims
Nalley said that Reed then
the
90. pet
climate.
scientific
manac.
chell, both about 38. Their bodTaros tear Old Country Nino
.$1 10 041/ LI
Dr. Edward L. Maxwell and fatally shot Mrs. Ann Marie,
The 1961 edition, with a pic- ies were found about four feet
Roof Corlett
, Nicker, Smoked SOVINNIMI (3 to 4 Lb Beim_ 35c Per 1.4
'
Dr. James R. Lawson, chairman Rose. 45, and turned the gun on
ture of the Echo I CommunicaLaos Wilier, Smoked lime id pp 10 51r. IlitIrl
Meer Lb.
tions satellite on its cover, con- from the front door of the of the Biology and Physics De- her 38-year-old husband. Rose,
Weed Country Nom
$1 35 died Si 1$ per L.4
his
own
partments.
gun
grabbed
however,
respectively,
will ditPLUS POSTA01)
tains information expected to home.
and shot and killed Reed, but
be found in an almanac. It in- Mile Lacs County Sheriff riot the Project
WI Mt COO OR SIND CHICK--GUAR•NTIID 0000 010111
not before he himself was hit
cludes the calendar, holidays Bruce Milton said it appeared
with four bullets.
and historical happenings for
Nalley said that Rose called
each day, along with the as- that they had been awakened
Motel Phone VI 2-0152 Business Phone, VI 2 %lel
tronomical doings of the sun by the fire and attempted to
MANCHESTER, En-land — police before collapsing near
Oc Bypau 31W Route, 231 Ist St., Bowling Green, Ky.
and moon. Since it is a tele- reach the door, but apparently (UPI) — Gene Smith. who his slain wife. He is in critical
ResIdewc• Phones, VI 2-0132
phone almanac, it naturally
jumped hail on a traffic charge condition at Prince Georges
were overcome by smoke.
tells of recent telephone comalmost three years ago, appear- General hospital.
pany developments and new Both had returned from a ed in court Saturday and told Police said that Mrs. Reed
services.
party about three hours before the magistrate:
had two court cases against her
"I got drunk and ended up in husband, one an assault charge
This is the 39th Telephone Al- the 5 a.m. blaze, Milton said
France. Before I knew it I was and the other a divorce proceeding.
in the Foreign Legion."
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382,400 By
Science Fund
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SEE FRANK FOR

GIFT LIQUORS IN BEAUTIFUL
DECANTER BOTTLES
MIXED CASES AT CASE PRICES!
CHRISIMAS WRAPPED
GIFT SIZES
Spocial Invitation to Ladies

FRANK'S LIQUOR STORE
327 South Main Street at Vance
INDEPENDENT RETAIL LIQUOR DEALER
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
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Albert 10,-eple Mambos
Awl Problems
Sy FRANK L STANLEY
Home Office: 236 South Wellington — Phone IA 6-11397
JOHN H. SENGSTACKE, Publisher
BURLEIGH MINES. JR.. Editor

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — For sev- zens who consistently contriberal years the Louisville De- ute to this cause. Some even
fender, Kentucky's Public Ser- go out or their way to help. Two
vice Weekly, has conducted ready
examples
are Abe
Sabscription Wee On• yeas. $A: fill amentihs. $3.50. al-year specie' Subscriptioa ropy _11181
a "Clothe-A-Child-For-Xmans" Lyons of Lyons Liquors, who
project. It has grown modestly has clothed three children comThe f,(-State Defeades Does Not Take RespeAsibilite tee meiotic's*/ Menuscripts or Photos.
through the years in money pletely (105.00) each year; and
raised and the numLer of chil- Bob Lanz, proprietor of Idle
pubj&Hu" Even The ridgy by the TnI-Stoto Defeatism, Publishing Co
Entered de &marl
dren clothed. Yet we have Hour Bar and Grill and his
Class Monet at the MansphN Post Office Merck 20 1)52. Under Act of Merck 2. 1171
only scratched the surface be- employees who donated the encause there are still many tire profits and salaries of a
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
needy children we cannot ser- given day in 1959 which totaled
vice because of financial limi- nearly $150.
tations. Our primary object is Since the Defender
is able
the same sought by all chari- to purchase clothing
at wholetable programs, that of more sale prices to clothe
these chiladequately supplying the need dren, each can
be outfitted
from year to year.
from head to foot for about
The
"C loth e-A-Child-For $35.
Xmas" project is an out-growth
of the Defender Xmas Baskets There are some professional
program initiated in 1933. Con- people, organizations and just
sistently since its inception the ordinary folk who always give
Defender has conducted some anywhere from $1.00 to $70.00.
type of Christmas Charity The real need is to get more
donors because if more people
program.
give
a little, the fund wil grow.
None, however, has given us
When Senator Kennedy called at the cut, is himself an embodiment of the satisfaction or warmed
In 1958 we raised nearly $900;
our
White House to discuss the transfer of new frontiers in American politics.
hearts as much as the current In 1959 it approached $1,100.
"Clothe-A -Child-For-Xmas" pro- This is almost three times the
power, President Eisenhower, by his
Governor Luther- Hodges of North gram. Aside from raising as amount it was in its first year
warm and graceful reception, reminded Carolina,
but far less than what is
who becomes Secretary of much money as we can, I and needed.
the country and the world that, however Commerce
other
Defender Staff members
, is being rewarded partly for
have spent several Christmases "Clothe-A-Child-For-Xmas" is
narrow the victory and however tough the loyalty
with which he led Southern shopping with those needy chil- a permitted charity under lothe campaign, Mr. Kennedy now emer- Democrat
dren who were fortunate cal solicitation laws. Every
s into the Kennedy camp.
ges as the nation's chief executive for
enough to have been on our penny raised is used to buy
Mr. G. Mennen Williams, the retiring verified list,
clothing for needy children.
the next four years.
but still young and dynamiz Governor Choosing whom we will serve Nothing is deducted for expensThis healing interlude came during of the
es. The Louisville Defender
state of Michigan, was one of the is often a sad experience be- Pays
all costs itself incidental
cause even with the professiona week in which Senator Kennedy's first
first champions of Sen. Kennedy's al help of local social
agencies, to sponsoring the drive. Each
appointments to his cabinet and some nominatio
n and is popular with the we always have to leave some year audited reports are made
of the other key posts to his Adminis- trade
Department of Welfare.
unions. Plainly the emphasis on deserving children unserviced. to the
But real joy always cames to All contributions are deductitration made his windswept George- the
"national importance" of this ap- those of us who shop with
and ble from income taxes. All contown doorstep a focus of Washington pointment
as assistant secretary for for these children. Their un- tributions should be mado
speculations.
African Affairs in the State Depart- expressed gratitude is reflect- to: "Clothe-A-Child-For-Xmas" Two recent spectacles in the is a jazz quartet of colored bulk of the audience shouts
mailed to P. 0. Box New York theatre have intrigu- zombies who at
intervals play with the shouters on stage, or
So far these appointments reveal a ment is meant to explain away the rel- ed in their brightened eyes and Fund and
ed me greatly: the
broad smiles as Christmas 1558 — Louisville, Kentucky.
some wonderfully cool jazz. The laughs with the
laughters scat.
delicate judgment of what is due on atively disappointing offer of a secon- comes to life in their little Your check or money order GOSPEL CARAVANS various
at the night I saw the show a young tered among the spectators.
account of political debts or what is ex- dary position to one who feels that he hearts as they choose garments will help to bring Christmas Apollo in Harlem, and THE Negro actor, James Anderson,
Whether ticket buyers take
and shoes.
Cheer to some needy child who CONNECTION at the Living played one of the leading roles the
pedient in the light of Congress' con- has deserved better of Mr. Kennedy.
Apollo's frequent GOSPEL
As in everything else there might otherwise be forgotten. Theatre on Sixth ave., on the most movingly and beautifully,
servatism without sacrificing the exedge of Greenwich Village. and Carl Lee, son of the late CARAVANS seriously or as enThe same youthful note has been are certain public spirited citi- Mail a contribution today.
pectations that Mr. Kennedy's Adminis- struck
Both are extraordinary, and great Canada Lee, played Cow- tertainment, to some they are
with the other appointments in
religiously moving, to others
like nothing else to be seen boy, "the Connection" with hortration will be a liberal and a youthful such
a very good show. Gospel music
vital posts as the Secretaryships
anywhere else.
rifying effectiveness. All of the is the
one.
last refugee of Negro
of State, Defense and the Treasury.
There are people who loath actors were equally good—and folk singing, and
the CARAThus Governor Ribicoff, who be- Much credence has been given to the
both the GOSPEL CARAVAN equally integrated, sharing a VANS bring to
the Apollo some
common
and
pad
while
THE
waiting
for
CONNECTION, and
comes Secretary of Health, Education report that Mr. Kennedy was trying
of America's finest religious
to
others who go back to see each the Connection with the junk folk singers:
The Ward Singand Welfare, was one of his earliest and find politically new as well as outstandmore than once. Like bullfights, to arrive.
ers, the Caravans, Christine
closest advisers, and it was accepted ingly qualified men for his cabinet.
you either like them or you If you want to see how vari- Clark, the Gospel
This
Wonders, The
By JACK VANDENBERG
isn't the only fault of the tires don't, and even in your liking ous addicts react differently
that Mr. Ribicoff might "have anything augurs well for his Administr
to Stevens Singers, The Soul Stiration. We DETROIT — (UPI) — Imbib- at this time. Neothane costs you may be repelled. But
both the needle, watch the scene in rers, the Evening Star Gospel
he wants"; he is a progressive and, as wish him Godspeed.
ers in Akron, Ohio, may see over $1 a pound on the current portray
a certain kind of ecs- which, one after another, each Singers, Jackie Davis and othstranger things than ping ele- market. It is hoped greater use tasy.
the first Jewish Governor of Connectigoes into the bathroom for his ers, including the inimitable
phants during the next few of the new rubber will cut the
THE CONNECTION is a play shot. One comes out in a daze, Prof. Alex Bradford and His
years if research on a new type cost to one third of its present
within a play about a play one happy, one moody, one loud Men of Song whose "The Lifeof tire continues along its pres- price.
played by junkies. (A junkie, and laughing, and another boat Is Coming" is like nothing
Researchers figure it is worth
ent lines.
in case you don't know, is a whose tolerance to the drug is that ever came before.
They, along with more sober the effort to correct these faults drug
addict). Curious in con- high, feels no effect at all.
A stage fuN or a church full
companions, trey see cars roll- because of the potential adstruction,
THE CONNECTION He yells for the needle again of gospel singers certainly
ing along on halos of glowing vantages of the tire. And they
light.
hope the faults can be correct- is no conventional drama. The and in full view takes a second "make a joyful noise unto th•
author is a character in the shot — and knocks himself Lord." And when they sin
ed
within five years.
The tire research and deplay, and the charactens some- out. Some spectators get physi- about Jesus, the effect is not
If the
f,ed jións truly wishes isn't yet clear where the primary inter- velopment
inherently
rubber
The
new
department of one
has more resistance to wear times step out of character and cally ill at THE CONNEC- unlike that of THE CONNECto restore pace /and order in the est of the United Nations
lies. And the of the major tire companies and bruises.
off the stage to tell you what TION, and leave, If you are TION shows you how the ecs(Goodyear) is working on a tire
troubled Congo Republi c, there are clash that occurred between
the play is about, each from squeamish, perhaps you should tasy of narcotice produces a
Lumumba, made of translucent rubber
three steps that can be ui,Jertaken with then Prime Minister,
his own viewpoint.
•
not go. On the other hand, you kind of walking death, whereand Hammarsk- which can be d fed various colThe play has no beginning, may be fascinated at this al- as the GOSPEL CARAVANS are
almost complete assurance of success. jold, the UN Secretary General,
merely ors"
because when you go in the most too realistic a view of are nurses in the aisles to reThe UN can see to it that the Congolese deepened the suspicion
tire
eansliu
d n-theatre on the curtainless stage "how it really is."
vive those who get completely
held by the na- cent eahugshe
ts th
ce
an
inis tatll
r
Parliament, which has been iinduly dis- tives as w e 11 as by outside
there are junkies lolling about Some people walk out of carried away. THE CONNECobservers side the tires to make them
in zombie fashion like sleeping the GOSPEL CARAVANS at TION shows you how the esctasy
solved, is reconvened at once. Next, it that there were forces
working fever- glow.
stativis, moving occasionally in the Apollo in Harlem, too. Those of narcartics produces a kind _
Actually, these are not primust insist upon the release of Patrice ishly against the new state.
slow motion.
who are not folk-minded, or of walking death, whereas the
mary
assets of the tire the reLumumba as well as other political prisIf you are all for integration those whose formal faiths preEverything was done that could pos- searchers hope to develop. But
in the theatre, you will find vent them from contemplating GOSPEL CARAVANS a r e
oners. Finally, the duly const..uted govsibly be done to discredit Lumumba at they are factors which get most
it in THE CONNECTION. The expressions of a somewhat more shouting life. Jesus or junk? I
attention from bystanders.
ernment should be given the necessary
dozen _ or so actors are about frantic faith, find the gospel had rather be a gospel singer
the very outset of his government.
NEW YORK — A cross-coun- equally Negro and white. There
RED HUED TIRES
assurance together with military assistshows bard to take. But the than a junkie.
When finally he challenged the sincerity I rode in a test car equipped try survey by the National Tuance to carry out its manifold tasks of
berculosis
Association
reveals
and integrity of Hammarskjold, that with these tires recently. The
governing the country,
that its "cash program" to
was the last straw so far as the UN tires on this particular test car eradicate
TB is gaining mowere colored red.
These are sensible and logical steps Secretary General was concerned
At our first stop at a gasoline mentum throughout the United
.
to which there could be no serious ohFrom that point on there was to be station, two men came running States, according to a recently
from the lubrication rack and issued report entitled "The Big
jections even on the part of ambitious no
surcease from the ordeals that Lu- one turned to the other and Push Gets Under Way."
native politicians.
mumba had to endure. Things went said it it•No:, you're not drunk, I The survey, conducted by the
NTA, measured what has been
The initial error was made when Dr. from bad to worse, until Lumumba
was NOTFOR ICE
done since February 1960 to
Bunche could evolve no formula that deposed, arrested and
By ZAKI SALAMA
with brass cymbals attached, can heave its way through the
jailed. Proof that Tires made ot this specially implement a blueprint, issued
CAIRO — (UPI) — Drum the whoofing daff of Moslem rumbling drums. She sang of
would establish the authority of the Lu- he was not the cause
elimination
compounded
at
the
time,
for
the
polyurethan
e
rubof the trouble in
beats are echoing louder and war marches, such as Allah The Prophet and Islam on the
ber, neothane, lack traction on of tuberculosis in the United
mumba government beyond question. the Congo, is that the
louder in Cairo as the Nasser Akbar.
situation in Leo- wet or icy pavements.
march, of field toil and Nile
This lack States.
The friction between him as a high rep- poldville and elsewhere
revolution is breathing new life But the main show of Egyp- floods, of harvest-season wedin that country
into Egyptian folk music.
tian folk music went on at the dings and battles long age.
resentative of the world organization continues to be just as
explosive and
The rumble is already rolling peasants theater in Gezira Is- The folk-music heatwave has
and the energetic Prime Minister of the threatening as ever
across the borders and you can land, organized by the ministry given
sophisticated
Cairo's
before.
new Republic was unnecessary.
hear it, though faintly, in such of culture. Each province vied musicians a pull. Now Cairo
If the UN wants to recapture its
world-popular tunes as Shish to present its native rhythm. orchestras p 1 a y symphonies
The unfortunate misunderstanding lost prestige, it would
The show had a star singer based on folk tunes.
Kebab and Ya Moustafa.
insist on an amgrew out of a suspicion that Dr.
and
Village
troubadours
she was Khadra Mohamed The Nasser regime is striving
are
hitBunche nesty for political prisoners, especially
ting big town like a peal of Khedr, a stocky peasant song- hard to revive and preserve the
was more concerned with serving the Lumumba as a
primary condition for
battle drums. There has been stress with a ringing voice that folk arts.
United Nations than helping the new restoring order and
nothing like it Since the breakpeace. For the deout of rock 'n' roll.
African state realize its dream of a soy- posed Premier's detention
and jailing
They come wearing blue cotereign state with complete autonomy are without constituti
onal warran t.
ton gallabias and carrying handand freedom of political action.
drums and reed pipes, and they
And it cannot be disputed that he is the
begin beating and blowing and
That freedom became academic rath- legal head of his government until rethen go rumbling and they take
er than real when outside forces con- moved by action of the Congolese Par'em with them.
Most provincial drummers
spired to undermine the authority of liament which has been illegally display at Moslem religious
the legal Congo government, and sue- missed. Until this is done and Parliamoulids (fiestas) under the old
ceeded in preventing it from exercising ment allowed to reconvene, there will
greystme walls of the main
RALEIGH, N. C.—Dr. James
Cairo mosques. They converge
its constitutional power. Even now it be no peace or order in the
Boyer, president of Saint
A.
Congo.
mostly around the thousandyear-old Al Azhar mosque and Augustine's College, announced Dear Editor:
the mosques of Al Hussein, that the National Science FounThe Negro is not interested
the grandson of The Prophet, dation has awarded Saint Aug- in
white people as they think
of
ustine's
grant
College
a
Mohamed, and Sayyeda Zeinab,
we are. The most we want is
"Sumsupport
a
of
$50,200
for
The Prophet's granddaughter.
Around these mosques the mer Institute in Science for a way to make a decent living
pes.ipere+044044444S.
narrow winding alleys swirl High School Teachers of Sci- like other people.
with Cairenea streaming under ence," under the direction of We are tired of being burned
So what? We will be very sorry their point.
oil lamps to hear the provin- Dr. Jeffery Gipson, Head of the up in old broken down buildings
indeed to lose Ledford as a I wonder if he believes God
Dear Editor:
and tired of the welfare feedcial bands. These play in crowd- Chemistry Department.
ed sidewalk cafes or vacant Dr. Prezell R. Robinson, ing us when we could work if
am told Moses to write that the
This is just a humble reply subscriber. However, I
lots covered with tenting or academic dean, will serve as we were not black. We are
to John Ledford in his adverse sure we will manage to strug- slave shall serve his master.
I am a Christian, I believe, but
just under the walls of the mos- associate director.
criticism on the rodent edito- gle along.
tired of watching all white picThis program is designed to tures on television and never
ques.
rial — Graham's Jim Crow There are now — and always I don't want any part of that
These bands have got rhy- help high school teachers to im- seeing any colored people actdecision.
have been — Ledfords. w h o God — or that Moses. A 12thm. The main players are the prove their subject matter ing.
For Ledford's information, I without reason will quote the year-old know better now.
drummers and their rhythm is knowledge
too am an avid reader of the scripture to justify
We see bears, frogs, cows,
a point, God knew that man, being
sharp and fierce. Before long Fifty participants will be se- rabbits and ducks, but no coleditorial pages of newspapers, right or wrong. No doubt about imperfect, would change his
everybody is stamping his feet lected w h o will receive a ored people. But we drink mot*
and have read those in the Chi- it, there are today so-called word to suit himself. So he
and clapping his hands.
stipend of $75 per week, travel beer than any bear, more whi
cago Defender since its start. Christian people who are solid gave every man a Bible as he
They use all kinds of peasant allowance and $15 per week for key than any crow,
But of course that doesn't make citizens of Ledford's communi- was born — his conscience. "I CAN'T SAY YOU MADE ANY NOISE COMIN' IN
and smoke
drums: the pulsating table that two dependents.
me know everything.
brands
cigarettes.
all
of
ty who still justify slavery. Think it over Ledford.
CARRYIN
' sends the bellydancer whirling Thz Institute will run for six
LAST NIGHT... BUT THE THREE GUYS
I too was born in the South. They will use the Bible to prove
Sam Johnson YOU DID!"
MRS. Frankie Cooper
like a dervish, the tingling rekk weeks beginning July 3, 1981.
it
WHITTIER A. SENGSTACKE, General Manager
ARETTA J. POLK. Circulation Manager
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Dear Mme. Chante: I am a Christian preferred — interlonely widow. Would like to ested in ministers. Please send
correspond with someone here photo — will answer all letM Cincinnati, between 55 and ters. I am of the Pentecostal
65. I am 52, les lbs., dark faith. Lucia 0. Kirksey, 2017
brown complexion. Good na- N. Minneapolis, Wichita 14,
tured and easy to get along Kan.
•••
with. Will answer all letters.
Mrs. Susie Griffin., 728 Ken- Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
yon ave., Cincinnati, Ohio,
lonely GI stationed here in the
• ••
desert of New Mexico. I like
Dear Mme. Chante: I to read good books and write
haven't found a true pen pal yet. letters to people all over the
I am 22 years old, 5 feet, 5 world and most of all. I like
inches tall, dark hair, brown to exchange Christmas cards.
eyes. Lance Burns, Box 306, Would like to hear from girls
Waverly, Tenn.
between the ages of 18 and 24.
• ••
I am 23, light brown skin, 5
Dear Mine, Chante: I would feet, 8 inches tall, like modlike very much to correspond ern jazz, light opera. Promise
with gentlemen. I am 42, Ja- to answer all cards. Charlie J.
maican, light complexioned, Dudley, jr., Hq. Btry, McGregweigh 150 lbs. Work as a tele- or Range, Ft, Bliss, Texas.
•• *
phone operator. Mae Walstine,
1128 E. Fayette at., Syracuse Dear Mme. Chante. I am a
10, N.Y.
very lonely young man, 23
• ••
years old, 150 lbs. Would like
Dear Mme, Chante: I would to hear from young ladies belike to meet a nice lady here tween 18 and 22: Robert Mitchin Chicago. I am 6 feet tall, ell, 6215 University, Apt. 107,
weigh 175 lbs., brownskin, Chicago, Ill.
black hair. Would like to meet
someone between 21 and 37.
Roland Vaughn, 804 E. 51st
at., Chicago, Ill.
• ••
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
regular reader of your column.
You have heped so many,
hope you can help me. I am a
professional lady, 43, self employed, Desire letters from
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The and disguises them much bet- This tends to reduce any exgentlemen between 39 and 55. United States has a do-it-your- ter.
cessive credit money in drew
self currency system that is the
But at the same time it pro- lation and any accompanying
By JOHN PARRY
of a child born out of wedlock less by the other Allied armies fathers—but in some cases this
handiest, most flexible and by vides special weapons, n o t threat of inflation. Such reFRANKFURT — (UPI) — A must contribute to its upkeep stationed here. German officials amounts to as little as 16 dolfar the best money system yet available in regular currency, straints usually are unpopular,
joke making the rounds here until it is 16 years old. How- explain t h e discrepancy by lars a month.
the bureau noted, for many peohas a German telling an Ameri- ever, a 1949 revision of the law pointing out that there are
devised by man, according to for dealing with inflation.
It costs an average of 60 dolthe Northwestern National Life Government paper money and ple enjoy the unhealthy glow
can: "The next time there's a states that a mother "has the many more American troops in lars s month to keep a
child in
coins, once put in circulation, of false prosperity based on
Insurance Co.
war don't send troops, just send duty to provide for her child," Germany than there are BritWest
can stay there indefinitely — easy money—money which is
today,
Germany
and
many
uniforms.”
whether it is legitimate or not. ish, French, Canadian, Belgian
bank
the
currency
Is
This
mothers are thus forced to
usually until they wear out, the actually milked from the value
check. Americans will write
1 But the inks has grim over- Thus there is some legal con- or Dutch.
skimp on essentials of food and
of their savings through inflasaid.
bureau
_
about 13 billion checks this
tones. For the German is re- fusion over whether fathers of The high American percent- clothing — even if
But checkbook money is cons- tion.
they
are
getsina
make
would
which
year,
ferring to the more than 100,000 illegitimate children can be age does not mean that U. S.
ing government help. Some FAYETTEVILLE. N. C —The gle stack 820 miles high, total- tantly being cancelled when de
illegitimate children fathered in forced to pay for them or not. soldiers are more promiscuous,
Fayettevill eState Teachers
posited, and then replaced in SUNKEN BRIDGE
states, such as Baden-Wurttem- Collet,
ing close to $2 trillion.
this country by American sol- Each year, some 60,000 ille- these officials say.
has placed 28 seniors on
circulation by newly - written Tehran — Iraq has a novel
the
cent
of
per
burg, have laws providing for the
More than 90
diers in the 15 years since the gitimate children are born in
field
for
a
nine-week
peAround
60 per cent of the mothers of illegitimate children
transactions in this checks, which pass the money bridge which can be lowered
end of World War H. The prob- West Germany. Some 10 per
riod of full-time practice teach- total money
children
illegitimate
now
living
to
receive
paid with checks, on.
state
are
aid.
But
this
country
lem is one which has both Geras much as 20 feet under the
ing, according to Dean LafayIn
Germany
are
receiving
cent
fifathered
of
them
by
aee
seldom amounts to more than
snd the remainder paid with BANKS CAN CONTROL
man and Ameilcan authorities
ette Parker.
of the water so that ships
level
American troops, and rather nancial support from their 15 dollars a month.
regular paper money and coin. Therefore, the bureau said,
here greatly concerned.
To be eligible for the actual
over the span.
pass
can
limit
by using its powers which
"EASY MONEY"
I German authorities have estipractice in the business of
nation's
loans
amount
the
of
the
our
of
disadvantage
big
The
mated that each year, departteaching, the student must have
•
karSing Leallm gen make, and
modern checkbook money
ing American soldiers leave bemaintained a satisfactory scho- tern, according to the ba,by
rates, Honlulu—The rainfall in the
interest
basic
raising
S;;‘
hind them 6,000 illegitimate
lastit and conduct record and Family Economics Bureau, is the Federal Reserve can quick- Hawaiian islands ranges from
es_—roughly one in 20 of
must indicate promise of round- that it holds the same historic ly apply strong brakes to the less than 20 inches annually in
m faered
th
by a Negro soling into a successful teacher. "easy money" inflation traps issuance and renewal of check- some areas to a maximum of
dier. For most of these chilMilne Moore is director of as printing-press paper mailey, book dollars.
about 500 inches in others.
dren, life holds only the promStudent Teaching at the Colise of years spent in poverty or
lege.
partner, the ill-conceived invasion of that day was a letter from
in an orphanage or a foster
The student • teachers have German y, Italy's
J40,ct. Suez.
Galeazzo Ciano, son-in-law of
home.
been placed in four co-operat- would sign a non-agression
its
Mussolini and Italian Foreign
send
then
and
Russia
with
BY
October,
NEWSOME
1935,
PHIL
the
and
52
failed.
nahistory,
"In
Illegitimate children a n
a moment of greatness.
ing schools as follows:
But there on the rostrum of "I ask great powers, who
their mothers fate a life of UPI Foreign News Analyst
Newbold Laboratory School armored forces crashing into tions who are listening to—me Minister. It said the Ethiopians
with
today gave me an assurance "willingly" cooperated
hardship in Germany, where In the gathering dusk of the the League of Nations in Ge- of collective security to -small with Helen Hucles as principal; Poland.
the laws on illegitimacy have evening of June 30, 1938, a neva, Switzerland, Emperor states
those small states Ashley Elementary School with "The treaties of friendship, that the aggressor would not Italy's invading forces. Italy,
not been changed since Jan- small man with a quite voice Haile Selassie, Lion of Judah, over whoin hangs the great William McGuire as principal: it (Italy) signed with me were triumph, that the resources of it said, regarded its undertakand an imposing title tried des- King of Kings and Defender have promised the guarantees Lewis Chapel Elementary not sincere. Their only object the (League) Covenant would ing in Ethiopia as a "sacred
uary, 1900.
The law states that the father perately to stem the tide of of the Christian Faith, rose to threat that they may one day School with Charles Avent as was to hide its real intetition be implemented in order to en- mission to civilization."
sure the rule of law and the Later. Ciano would die beprincipal: and Cliesnutt High from me."
of violence.
failure
fore a firing squad on MussoSchool with William R. Murphy
assemblage
In the August
u the principal.
were other names which would "I ask the 52 nations not to lini's orders as a traitor to
take their places in the history forget today the policy upon Fascism.
which they embarked eight "What answer am I to take
suffer the fate of Ethiopia — of their times. Edward Benes,
months ago, and on the faith back to my people?"
founder
of
a
Czechoslovakian
what measures do they intend
democracy, would surrender of which I directed the resist- Boos and hisses from the
to take?
his country to communist ride. ance of my people. . . 12 mil- Assembly floor were Haile Se"Representatives
of
the
arms, lassie's answer. His nation was
Anthony Eden would be 'for- lion inhabitants, without
world
. what answer am I
having
resources,
without
on the first victim of totalitarian
Minister
in Winston
to take back to my people?" eign
its side nothing but the justice aggression. A prophet withwartime
British
CRY IN THE WILDERNESS Churchill's
of its own cause and the prom- out honor, he also had proIt was a cry in the wilder- Cabinet. As British Prime Min- ise of the League of Nations."
nounced the requiem of the
ness. For the 52 nations which ister, he would fall because of
Read to the League members League of Nations.
had voted economic sanctions
against Italy for its invasion of
Ethiopia 10 months earlier,
now were in no mood to listen
to a king without a throne.
Italy's conquest of Ethiopia
was complete.
" I pray Almighty God that
he may spare nations the terrible sufferings that have hist
been inflicted on my people. ..
"It is my duty to inform the
governments assembled ia Geneva responsible as they are
for the lives of millions of men,
women and children of the
deadly peril which threatens
them, by describing to them the
fate which haa been suffered
by Ethiopia.
"It is not only upon warriors
that the Italian Government
has made war. It has, above
all, attacked populations far
removed from the hostilities
I TWENTY LEADERS OF AF- Walter R. Williams, jr.. presi- This is the second African In- right are Walter R. Williams, in order to terrorize and exRICAN
NATIONS
visited dent, welcomed the group, dustrial Development Study Jr., president of the Felon terminate them."
Union Dime Savings Bank, and Ross D. Hill, vice presi- Group to visit the U.S. ender Dime Savings Bank, Paulo
If a chill wind swept through
New York, on Dec. 7, to learn dent, spoke on the Operation the auspices of the Interna- Neil Ksvams of Uganda, and the marble balls of the Palace
I hew individual whip eon. of a Savings Bank and its tional Cooperation Adminis- John M. Robert, vice presi- of Nations, tire 52 assembled
tribute to ecanomit growth. Place la Capital Formation. tration. Shown standing left to dent and secretary of Union nations chose to ignore it. In
Dime Savings Bank.
little more than three years,

GI Dads Leave 6,000
German Babies A Year
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Yanks Check W riting
Best Money System

78 Seniors In
ractice Work

Calls Haile Selassie
Prophet Without Honor

Ats suMmit cio4
Au( ReAL
FOR
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THERESE
WASHINGTON, vides funds for The National
former Miss Page One, calls Foundation's program f n r
attention to the New March birth defects, arthritis and
of Dimes. This campaign pro-

polio patients aids the training of professional workers
and supports scientific research.

NEWSBOYS!
HERE IT IS!
THE CONTEST
You've Been Waiting For!
A GALAXY OF PRIZES!

fo

25

%AAA"

BIG
PRIZES!

CONTESTS
IN Ott!

3 BICYCLES Vila

•

-FPArtaf,17,1r. WI•4:

N
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BE AWARDED ON JANUARY 8, 1961

Villig40:1610t;

A NEWSBOYS CONTEST FOR NEW BOYS AS WELL AS "REGULARS."
• TWO CONTESTS IN ONE
WI

FILL IN THIS COUPON NOW!
MAIL or BRING to THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
----CLIP AND MAIL
•0111,
111•11110•1111111111

RULES:
1.'Mt agettett will

Ise based on the number of your evorogo incroose ever your loser.
2. Your Irmo will be the number of papers woo gold for October 24.

3. no bops for any new boy will fro 0.
4. Your egoinglote report muff be Marie *very week.
Is week of the contest.
1. You 'oust sell papers
4. Imployeos ert Hsi Tri-Stete Defender sod members of their family ore intlipible
foe Ibis contest.

Read The Rules Very Carefully
And Then Get Started Toward
That Wonderful Bicycle!
CONTEST DATES: October 5 thru January 1, 1961

1st Bicycle (Roiliest Middle
Weight)
2nd Bicycle (Rollflast M.iddle
Weight)
3rd Bulove Wrist Watch
4th DeWald 3-way Radio
5th Catcher's Mit
6th Fielder's Glove
7th Football Helmet
ith Shoulder Pads

9th Rollfast Roller Skates
10th Genuine Leather Brief Case
11th Dick Tracy Wrist Radio
12th Official Baseball
13th Official Football
14th Hickory Baseball Bat
15th Chemcraft Chemistry Set
16th 4 Barrel! Money Changer
17th-20th Flashlight (Camp-Type)

1st Bicycle ;Roiliest)
2nd Ingraham Wrist Watch
3rd Holiday Camera

4th Build-it-yourself Motor Kit
Sth-6th Flashlight (Camp-Type)

•
•

would like to become a Tri-State Defender Carrier. I
understand that I will be eligible to earn extra spending money
and win valuable prizes.
have 10 or mere customers( )I would like a route( )
FIRST NAME
ADDRESS
TILI1PHOWIE

PRIZES FOR NEW BOYS

I

TRI•STATE DEFENDER
236 So. WELLINGTON
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

PRIZES FOR REGULAR BOYS

WOOL,
CITY

LAST NAME

AGE

ZONE
110Y

STAYS
Intl.

1 would Me wry soot / ilguiplote•
make meg gpem/loy noway god flit
*or!, losrsiosees grololtip Re meet of Aggerlee's ergot lows.
PARENT AND GUARDIA/4
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Club, Year Old, Takes Fund Lead
In Defender Charities Yule Drive
ro

Forging ahead in the homeOrganized in 1259 under the needy."
stretch like true champions, dynamic leadership of Mr. and
Through its spokesman, Mcwith a $200 contribution Sun- Mrs. Irving Washington, Mrs. Dowell, this conscientious group
day night, the Memphis Civic Elizabeth McDowell, wife of
has already established itself
and Social club, this week, leads the club president, William H.
in business and religious activDefenderland Good Neigi"..-.3r1, McDowell and Isaiah Wright,
ities in its community a n d
1960 in their Christmas Fund this dedicated group of Mem- throughout
the city.
drive for the Chicago Defender phisonians has set for itself
Meetings
are held in the baseCharities, Inc.
some high and noble objectives.
ment recreation room in the
Emerging as a "dark horse" HEARTWARMING GOALS
beautifully appointed apartment
in the final days of th.. drive
Pledged to make its imprint
which will again provide yule- on the civic and social life of of Mr. and Mrs. Excell Washington, 1517 E. 65th st. Washtide cheer for the underprivi- Chicago, its membership —
12 ington is treasurer of the club
leged and destitute throughout strong — has for its
objective which gathers every 2nd and
Defenderland, the members, "the upholding of
Christian 4th Sunday afternoon at 5 p.m.
former residents of Memphis, principals, the
advancement of Actively engaged, also in soalso focused attention on the the social, economic and
cul- cial and cultural activities, the
place the club has established tural activities
and the distri- Memphis Civic and Social club,
for itself in the community. bution of charity
among the although a "mere b a be in

Miss Polk
To Marry
Xmas Day

by Vernon Vol/and

WOMEN SPEECHLESS?
Woman's vocabulary is every necting rods.
bit as rich and varied as man's,
SYMPTOM NO. 5 — Motor
psychologists will tell you. But Knock—Could be caused by. ..
Miss Marilyn Joyce Polk will
there is one area where women overheated engine . . . overdraw a bleak, a survey by heated spark plugs which cause become the bride of James
Good Care Keeping Institute pre-ignition ..low value anti- Holmes on Christmas Day, 4
shows.
knock
• excessive deposits p.m. at Ebenezer B ap ti st
church, in a ceremony of wideOrdinarily ibis to express In combustion chamber.
the most complicated thought
SYMPTOM NO. 6 — Runs spread interest. The announcewith ease, most women become Hot—Might be caused by . . . ment of the couple's engagepractically a p•e e. hless when defective water pump, cooling ment and plans for the wedfaced with the necessity of ex- system, thermostat or fan belt ding were announceed by Mr.
plaining an.ailment of their ... not enough water in radiaand Mrs. 0. Beason, the brideear to the local garagernan. And tor
. fuel- air mixture too
nearly half the licensed drivers sparse .. . Ail low or poorly elect's aunt and uncle. Mr.
Holmes is in the U. S. Navy,
the United States are women. circulated.
stationed at Long Beach, Calif.
Good Care Keeping Instin is a non-profit orgardzatic
The bride-elect is a '59 gradtute
devoted to the improvement (
uate of Manassas high school
appe ar an c e and rnecharxical
where she won the Sears and
maintenance of the nation's
privately owned automobiles.
Now, there are more than
15,000 parts in the average car
ik and, of course, no one expect:
II wen a mechanic to know +.,
minim of them all.
Men, for all their grinnin.
superiority, usually kick it,
tires and talk symptoms whethey take their car in for repairs. Just knowing the major
symptoms and their caueez will
make you the wonder of your
local repair shop and a subject of new respect.
- 41,441.1thitik
SYMPTOM NO. 1 — Motor
If your troubles don't fall
Miss—Could be caused by... Into the above categories, there
spark plug gaps too wide or is one dandy little do-all word
fouled ... weak coil or colt- that will confuse any garagedenser.,. weak breaker points man. Tell him it's the "sterna:
or sprnigs.
fran". That'll at least clear the
SYMPTOM NO. 2 — Hard air and give him a fresh start.
Starting—Could be caused by
Now, after all that skull work
I... weak battery. .. moisture under the hood, let's adjoin to a
MISS MARILYN POLK
lest spark plugs or in distributor section of the car where you
... faulty battery cable or will be more at ease. -Have youi
ground coshes:Mgt .,. weak seen the latest auto seat cover' Roebuck scholarship her sentoil or condenser ... spark patterns? They're sensational!) ior year. Currently a sophoplugs worn or dirty .•. carWhy, a Chicago fashion de- more at the State University of
buretor needs cleaning or ad- signer even made a couple of Iowa where she has recently
justing.
high fashion coats out of the won another scholarship, she is
SYMPTOM NO.3—Expensive material. If your present upmagazine jourAppetite—it probably is ... holstery is worn out or stained majoring in
active
in the Wellnalism,
an
defective carburetor..• valves the Good Car* Keeping Instineed grinding. . . spark plugs tute says you can up-date the man House Committee, the
need cleaning, adjusting or re- car in a hurry with new seat YWCA and the Associated Stuplacing.
covers so your car will look, dents of Journalism.
The bride-elect an her fiSYMPTOM NO. 4 — Shaky feel and even smell new.
Steering—Probably results of
Why not clean up the entire ance were members of the Na.. . defective steering gear. • . car. It would be a relief to tional Honor Society and numfront wheels not in alignment have a nice clean car after eroir local and national organ... unequal tire presaure or that agonizing interview down
izations at Manassas High
worn flat tires . • loose con- at the repair she,.

'
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arms" in clubdom ranks is
united in its avowed objectives.
President McDowell, a member of Antioch Baptist church
and the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People, manages an all
men's hotel on So. State st., in
downtown Chicago. He also is
in demand as a forceful public
speaker.
The vice-president, Art ie
Hynes is owner of a cleaning
establishment on E. 63rd st
and chairman of the Deacon
board of Vernon Baptist church
Mr. and Mrs. George 0. Eng
lish are active members of the
Auburn Park Methodist church.
English, who is chairman of
the club's finance committee,
has worked for the U. S. government for the past 20 years,
currently is employed at Hines
Hospital. Mrs. English serves
as secretary of the club
Treasurer Washington w a s
conducted a thriving scavenger
business on the Southside for
the past 16 years, while Mrs.
Washington serves as chairman
of thc club's sick committee.

BAXTER'S CLOTHES FACTORY
PRICED TO YOU!

Start the
NEW YEAR RIGHT!
Make Baxter's your' first stop for the men and young men in your
family. Choose from our large selection of top quality clothes at
factory-to-you prices!
$1.00 will put any suit in lay-away.
e-IIIIIIMINIIINIIIMMM1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111)111le

HUNDREDSOF PAIRS
OF NEW FALL

OTHER SPEARHEADS
Prominent in the fieldof

beauty culture are Mrs. Inez
Veazey, assistant secretary,
and her sister, Mrs. Beatrice
Cozerle, corresponding secretary, who also enjoys an enviable reputation as a modiste.
The latter's husband, Jesse
Coterie, serves as club critic
and operates a successful barbershop on E. 67th st.
Other members dedicated to
making the Memphis Civic and
Social club a dynamic force for
good in the community are Irving Washington, business manager, employed at a nationally
renowned paint company.
Co-founder Isaiah Wright, a
member of the board of directors, and railroad employee;
Mrs. Elizabeth McDowell, wife
of the president: Charlie B.
Washington and DeLeon Kelly.

SLACKS LI
start at $399 to $1 295
ENTIRE STOCK OF
LONG SLEEVE

SPORT SHIRTS
$ 981

PLAIDS, STRIPES
& A WIDE ARRAY

OF SPARKLING

Rounded Look
'High Fashion'
The rounded look
is more
prevalent than gaunt, high fashion models would lead us to believe.
Lane Bryant, specialist in
styles for the fuller figure,
claims that one out of five women in the United States wears
a size 18 or larger.

1

SOLID

-3

COLORS

JACKETS
951

CHOOSE FROM OUR LARGE SELECTION

st.

4

F.;

S

95TOS1

SPORT
ITS
If you could read your man's mind,

INVENTION CREDIT
New York—The invention of
the modern piano is generally
credited to Bartolemeo Christ
fori in about the year 1709.

you'd find a new sports coat loom-

ing large in his dreams for Christmas. Why not reward his wishful
thinking with one of the handsome
numbers

School.

we're

showing?

S1895

Greetings and good wishes to our friends everywhere. At this time of
the year it gives
friendship

and

great pleasure to tell you how much we appreciate your
patronage.

and

f

1960

'24"

WHEREVER YOU GO
WHATEVER YOU DO

YOU'LL LOOK YOUR

"HOLIDAY BST"in a
HANDSOME

NEW SUIT

100% All Wool .. Flannels and hard worsted
cravenette . Super silicone finish repels rain
and stains, also durably moth proof.

To each of our
good friends we
offer heartiest
best wishes for
the Yule season.
We hope it will be
joyful and a time
you'll remember
always.

5
to 189
$2995
Alterations Free
-••••••••

WILLIAMS SHADE
and
UNIVERSAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

AWNING

Home Office: 480 Linden A
Stanch Office: 234 Hernando Street
Capitol end Sepias OVIPT $2,000,000

216 S. Pauline St.

AXTE D
uaothes11

3 - Locations - 3

LAMAR-AIRWAYS SHOPPING CENTER
2272 LAMAR AVE.
SOUTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER
1911 SOUTH THIRD ST. ,
Across From Sears
544 North Watkins

All Three Baxter Stores Open Until9P.M.
For Customer's Convenience

10
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Alphas 1961 Budget
To Exceed $188,000
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• BY MARJORIE 1. ULEN :
t•U ..••••••••.........
ALPHAS CELEBRATE . . . In magazine journalism at the
Alpha Delta Lambda Chapter of State University of Iowa, at
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Iowa City. At the university,
Inc., honored the 54th anniver she is a member of the Associasary of their fraternity's found ted Students of Journalism,
ing, at a public meeting held chairman of the Nation and
Sunday, Detember 11, 1960, at World committee of the YWCA
Centenary Methodist Church and a member of the Les Arts
with their brother, Atty. Bus committee for Wellman House,
sell B. Sugarmon as guest where she resides.
NEW CHAPTER members of dred Miller and Mary Fowler. Sorors Emma Wilson, Willa Hallie Kanady,
speaker.
Lucille Price
The university is also the Alpha
Epsilon Chapter (seat- (Standing) Members of Alpha Warren, Ann Parker, Dorothy and Lula White. Alpha
Alpha Phi Alpha was the first headquarters for the Quill and
Gamed)
Sorors Atte Harris, John- Gamma chapter who recently Green, Audrey Taliferro, Le- ma Chi is az.
Negro college fraternity, found Scroll society, of which the
c.luzaillnal and
etta Coleman, Mildred Kauf- organised the new chapter. na Reams, Lydia Robinson, social sorority
ed December 4, 1906, at Cornel bride-elect was amember of
with emphasis
man, Gladys Matthews, Milon philanthropy work.
University, Ithaca, New York the Louis B. Hopson chapter of
by its Jewels (founders) Henry the Quill and Scroll, the first net Walker.
A. Callis, Charles H. Chapman, Negro chapter in Memphis. She 'TIS THE SEASON TO BE
'son, Hardetnan, Haywood, and
Eugene K. Jones, George B. has recently received a $100 JOLLY ...
the City of Jackson. The theme
Kelley, Nathaniel A. Murry, award from the Prince Hall Having 'decked the halls
discussed was "Making Use of
with
Robert A. Ogle and Vertner W. Grand Lodge F. and A. M. boughs of holly,' added the glitTest Data to Improve InstrucTandy.
Scholarship fund at the univer- tering trees and beautiful baution." The factors included
It is now interracial with 300 sity, as publicized in the Daily bles, anticipating the cheer and
were: selection of tests, backgraduates, intermediate and Iowan of Iowa City; and pre- warmth which mark the
festive
ground
of pupils, administraundergraduate chapters opera- viously was awarded a $200 season commemorating t h
e
tion of tests, grouping, remedting in 44 states, Liberia, Ber- scholarship from Sears and Birth of The Savior . . . Memial teaching, and selection of
muda and England. More than Roebuck Co., in competitive phians are going to have a
courses.
2600 men have been initiated examination.
party-going time for the next
The principals met in a sepInto the fraternity.
Mr. Holmes is in the U. S. two weeks
A large audience which in- Navy, attached to the U.S.S. The Pats seem to be spearMay I wish you a joyous' Mon in kindly acts and loving erate section where they discluded members of other greek- Point Defiance, currently sta- heading the party-filled inter- Christmas by answering the fol
words. What a joyful thing for cussed the orientation of teachletter organizetions and friends tioned in Long Beach, Califor- ude . . . having given a
tres lowing question? What is the the world it would be if the ers, organization of instructionand relat.;es attended the out- nia. He is the son of Mr. and gay cocktail party at Top Hat Christmas spirit? It is the
Christmas spirit could do thie, al program, and implementastanding program.
Mrs. Obery Holmes of 3560 and Tails club this past Wednes- spirit which brings a smile to not only
on that holiday, but tion of the instructional proFollowing the organ prelude Lanette Road. At Manassas, he day night, Dec. 21.
Interesting the lips and tenderness to the every day of the year.
gram. Chairman of the meetgiven by Walter Martin, the in- was a member of the Boys blue vellum cocktail glass
bids heart; it is the spirit which The Christmas season was Is- ing was Lorenzo Miller, princivocation was by Alpha Rev. Ed- Glee club, the mixed chorus, with a bemusing verse
beckon- warms one into friendship with sued in officially on the campus pal of Bolivar Industrial with
die Currie, followed by a solo Speakers and Writers club, the ed scores of their
friends to the all the world, which serves one of Lane college when Jackson- the following co-chairmen: Mrs.
by Alpha Harold Whalum. The Physics club, Future Teachers brilliant party which sets the to hold out the hand of fellow
ians had the privilege of hear- Pansy Graham, Mrs. Lela
occasion was given by Alpha o f America, t h e Manassas stage for the other
lovely af- ship to every man and woman, ing the 60 voice college choir in Kohlheim, Major Jarrett, Mrs.
Thomas Perkins. and followed Newsette and the Top Gentle- fairs, some planned and
others to every boy and girl.
the annual Christmas Vesper Fannie Dobbins, Mrs. Algee
by an instrumental solo by Al- men club. He was also a mem- impromptu, which will
For the Christmas motto is last Sunday evening in the Outlaw, Leroy
be part
Cunningham, W.
Doggett.
pha Thomas
ber of the National Honor So- and parcel of life hereabouts. "Peace on earth, goodwill to Health
Building. The choir, un- B. Hunt, 0. C. Outlaw, W. B.
Dr. T. W. Northcross, presi- ciety. as was the bride-elect.
What's going to he going on? men," and the spirit of Christ- der the direction of Robert
Simmons, C. N. Berry, R. B.
dent of the chapter, introduced BRIDGE PARTY — SURPRISE The Devuoe's will
hold a closed mas demands that it ring out Owens presented the Christmas Bond,
delivered
and Miss Jessie Brooks.
Atty. Sugarmon, who
SHOWER
party complimenting their in our hearts and find expres- selection of Handel's "Messiah"
• challenging address. A high- Pert Cynthia Green Winfrey spouses at the home of
Serving
as consultants were
Dr.
and
accompained by the organ and
light of the program was the is truly all aglow ... what with Mrs. J. S. Byas . . . The
Mrs. M. L. Womack, Mrs. NanTom
an
instrumental
ensemble.
teen-age
daughter,
Bobbie,
are
presentation of the award made the heir expectant due, Christ- Hayes and the
C. C. Sawyers
The annual Christmas faculty nie S. Pratt, Mrs. M. A. Spicer,
to Mrs. Alversa Lee. naming mas just around the corner, will be holding their annual visiting Rev. and Mrs. W. T.
Miss Darlene Hutson, Miss
Grafton. Robert is the brother dinner for faculty, staff memher Alpha's Mother of the Year and the recipient of a surprise Christmas night open
Everalena Williams, Mrs. M.
house
bers,
their
Town's
husbands
of
Our
Martha
and
Jean
wives
because of her fortitude and en- stork shower tossed by her party at the Hayes
— this hay- Steinberg. Bobbie is a student was held in the Lane College B. Parrish, N. A. Crippens, and
couragement lent her six chil- clubmates, The Modernettes, 'ng become
a tradition in our at Pepperdine College in Los dinning hall last Wednesday 0. W. Crump.
dren — 5 girls and a son, who when she was hostess for their midst, the coveted bids so wetnight. Following the delicious Mrs. V. F. Walker was the
Angeles, where they reside.
have each participated in local recent bridge party. At Cynthia corned by their
legion friends
•
•
turkey
dinner with all the trim- charming hostess to the Echo
preThe
freedom.
"sit-in's" for
and Ad's lovely home in Bel . . The Las Fabulosas Bridge
We were saddened to learn mings, a unique attraction was Bridge Club in her home on
sentation was made by Alpha Air was the scene of the lovely Club will
have a Beatnik dance that Dr. 0. B.
Braithwaite took in store for all. "This is your Hays Ave. on Saturday afterFrank Gray. Alpha Jesse Neely party planned by artistic Cyn- . . The Pats will
re-emerge,
a
serious
Alpha
turn
for
and
the worse last life" was depicted in pictures noon. Delicious fried chicken,
also rendered a solo
thia, with a helping hand from tossing a party for their husSaturday evening, and had to .and tape which was the life of French style beans, creamed
James Swearengen gave a glow- her equally artistry adept bands .
. . The Memphis Coet- be rushed to
E. H. Crump Hos- Dr. C. A. Kirkendoll, president potatoes, salad, hot rolls, cofing tribute to Alpha's Jewels. meter, Thrift Green. Holiday tes have extended
swank bids pital.
of Lane College. Introducing fee or tea pleased the appetites
The greek medley was played cheer reigned, the buffet sup- for their
annual Charity Ball
production was Dr. Ward of those who were present. The
the
by Duquince Parks of Beta Xi per table resplendent with a to aid the United
Also,
we've just learned that
Negro College
with
Mrs. Gladys Bronaugh individual Christmas cards passchapter.
"Merry Christmas" red cloth, Fund. The sweet young things our friend and AKA soror, Mrs. handling the projection.
ToastRECEPTION
mistleRoddy
R.
has
J.
centerpiece,
been
ed out by the hostess carried
snowman
confined master
a
are full of excitement over
for
the
occasion
was
The parish hall of Centenary toe and greenery, perfect foils their affair., which
at
the
same
hospital
for
severyour couple number and bridge
will feature
Church was the scene of a love- for the succulent supper that Gene (Bow
al weeks. We sincerely hope for S. H. Bronaugh, Business Man- began. Winning first prize was
-Legs)
Miller
and
college
which
ager
of
the
ended
ly reception immediately follow- included champagne, barbecued Memphis' darling of
the hour, the complete recovery of both. in the exchanging of gifts Mrs. A. Stewart with Mr. Wiling the program. with Mrs. chickens. rice and mushroom Carla (Gee Whiz)
Thomas • . . The Memphis Links trekked among members of the faculty. liam Jones coming up for a
Anderson Bridges and Mrs. W. sauce, garlic bread, stuffed The
Memphis
chapter
of Links to the lovely home of Mrs. W. A pure Irish linen dinner set close second. Others present
0. Speight, Jr., serving as tomatoes, tea, coffee and an will crown
Mr. or Miss Collegi- 0. Speight, Jr., last Thursday was the gift from the faculty to were Mrs. Hazel Wright, Mrs.
co-chairman.
chairman and
Carrie Bigger, and Mrs. Cathice cream and peach delight ate, at their Collegiate Hop on night for their regular meeting, Dr. and Mrs. Kirkendoll.
Other members of the commit- heaped with whipped cream. December 30th ...
and to put the final touches on
The
Loafers
School for college students erine Taylpr. Mesdames Bertee were Mrs. Ernest Young, There were swank prizes for will be hosts
their plans for their gala Col- was closed for the holidays on nice Lucas and Anna Cooke
again
their
anat
Mrs. Joseph Westbrooks, Mrs. Juanita Truitt. Joyce Blackmon nual New
Year's Eve formal legiate Hop to be held at Cur- December 16. City school stud- played as subs.
Theron Northcross, Mrs. James and Elene Phillips . . .much . . and the
Dinner Club will ries on the 30th.
teachers weren't Christmas parties are in the
ents and
Cleophus
Mrs.
Swearengen and
fun, too, with Barbara Atkins' hold a post-holiday ball early
We go to press, wishing each quite that fortunate for school air. Be sure to include yours
Hudson.
secret pal's gift to her of a love- in January.
of our many readers, a "Very for them lasted through De- in my column.
Just give me a
The refreshment table was ly sweater . . . and then the
Merry Christmas and a holiday cember 20. All schools re-open ring.
Naturally,
there'll
be
more
overlaid with a white linen em- big moment when the tables . . .
season
filled with lovr, cheer, on Jan. 3, '961.
many complimenting the
broidered cloth with a center- were turned, and the hostess scores of
out-of-towners who warmth and relaxatem. if you
On the educational scene, NOW YOU KNOW
flowers
piece of gold-hued
was then on the receiving end will be on hand. Eagerly anti- can arrange it . . . what with teachers from five systems The tallest
statue in the world
flanked with silver candlea- — shocked beyond words with cipated in
this group is Vivian a filled social calendar."
gathered on Friday, December is the standing idol of Buddha
bra with yellow tapers. Wives the lovely gifts for the expec- White of
Cleveland, who will
miles
east of
9 at Bolivar Industrial School located two
of Alpha men wore shoulder ted baby . . . all to the delight be the
guest of her sister and POTASH DEPOSITS
in Bolivar, Tenn. to attend the Bamian in Afghanistan. It is
corsages of gold minature chry- of members, who also includ- her husband,
Addie and Dr. Lincoln—Largest potash de- annual Regional Professional 173 feet high. — (UPI).
santhemums.
ed Elaine Campbell, Anne Bar- C. S. Jones. Coming from Stan- posits in the U. S. are located Teachers' meeting. Counties
The entire program and re- tholomew Harris, Nora Jack- ford University
at Palo Alto, in western Nebraska.
represented were Fayette, Mad
ception was reminiscent of for- son and Meryl Patterson. And. California,
to join the family
mer years when public meet- lest we forget ... Cynthia play- will be
Vivian's debonair son,
ings on Sunday afternoons, ed Santa to everyone, besides Augustus White, who
will gradusponsored by sororities and the bridge prizes, by giving ate from
Med School there Next
fraternities, were stellar occa- each one a set of salad tongs June.
sions in community life.
• • •
and spoons.
Among the Alpha men, their
• • a
Chit Chat . . . includes that
wives and friends seen were
And to be sure that the Win- Rubye Spight is now a grandMrs. Thomas Perkins, L. 0. frey heir will be on the best- mother, daughter Shelley and
Swingler, former editbr of The dressed list of little ones, Thel- her
husband, having just been
Sphinx, Alpha Phi Alpha's journ- ma Howse feted Cynthia that blessed with a 'little
one.' Mr.
Mrs.
and
Dr.
Lindsey,
al: Willie
same week end with another and Mrs. Robert Sidney Jones,1
Frederick Rivers, Harold Win- stork shower, held in the home Mrs.
Jones the rormer Miss;
frey, Charles Bell, Lewis of her sister-in-law, Mrs. W. M. Bernice Crafton,
and her cute
LetTwigg, Jr„ Atty. A. A.
Fields. The living room was beting. Atty. Ben Jones, Thomas lovely with pink ribbons susHayes, Mr. and Mrs. Onzie pended from the ceiljng, with
Horne, Mrs. Bernice Callaway. little umbrellas and minature
Dr. W. H. Young, Anderson baby dolls attached to the end
Bridges, Mrs. Rubye H. Gadi- of each floating piece. Bearing
son, Walter Evans, Dr. C. J. lovely gifts to their friend were
Bates. Mr. and Mrs. William Velton Ranking, Marie Ward.
Mardis, Gerald Howell, Mr. and Evelyn Newsom. Juanita Truitt,
Mrs. John Johnson, Melvin Mc- Charlotte Brooks and Harriet
Coy, Herman Rankins, Gene Walker.
Washburn. George Watkins, THE MEMPHIS CLIQUES
I
Allen Styles, Robert S. Lewis, Something interesting is in
Jr., Atty. H. T. Lockard, Geor- the making . . what with the
ge Clark, Taylor Hayes. Leotis Cliques all agog over their rePeterman, Ernest L. Young, cent meeting and trip to NashA. B. Owens, Jr., Dr. Leland ville, Tenn., where their countL. Atkins, William Hawkins, erparts, The Nashville Cliques
and scads more, what with feted them to no end. The Clitheir membership being far ques are for the most part girls
over 100.
who attended Tennessee State
CHRISTMAS WEDDING
U. . . . and they've banded'
, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Beason themselves together by adding
Lave announced the engage- other friends, and they plan to
rent of their niece, Miss Mari- attend the social affairs of each
Dee Yale seesee weld
lyn Joyce Polk to James David other. During the forthcoming
Molmes, the wedding to he held holiday sea son they will be
sot 6. anseplek selfhood
We wish each
bn Sunday, December 25, at 4 holding a Charity Dance for
as expression of sincere
of you a
o'clock at Ebenezer Baptist Shelby County Hospital .on Dec.
thanks ki our many rod
Church. Mr. and Mrs. Beason WI, and will also entertain at a
lovely yule.
will compliment the bridal pair cocktail party slated for the
friends for their loyal
at a reception following the Memphians Clubhouse,
sapport
ceremony at their home at 1323 The Memphis Cliques are:
Kney Street.
Alberta Riley, Geneva Smith,
Lovely Miss Polk and the Shirley Armstrong. Everlina
groom elect are both graduates Holley. Delores Peyton, CelesDR. HOLLIS F. PRICE,
of the Manassas High School tine Owens, PearlIne Grand- MANUFACTURING
CO.
class of 1959, where both were berry, Olga Harrell. Thelma
Participating Months,' United Negro College Fend
236 So. Wallington
popular and outstanding stu- Howse, Sheridan Hicks, Rosel
From tho Loboratoios
silents. Miss Polk is a sophomore Caviness, Horzine Hobson, Hail

"Areaspr

Anna C.byCooke

A

The Finance Committee of Pearl
Mitchell, is soliciting
the Alpha Kappa Alpha Soror- each
of the organization's' 371
ity completed a successful meet- chapters
to take a Life Meming in Chicago, III., preparing bership
in the NAACP.
an operational budget to exThe organisation will continua&
ceed $188,000.00 for the organ- its
support of the National 1.'rization in
ban League to which It contribAllocations have been made utes $500.00 annually: the Highto continue the organization's lander Folk School end the
support of research in Sickle United Negro College Fund In
Cell Anemia and with the grant addition to
its regular contribufor 1961 the Alpha Kappa Alpha tions
as stated above, Alpha
Sorority will have given a total Kappa
Alpha Sorortty made
of $10,000.00 toward this pro- special
contributions during
ject. In addition to its direct 1960 to Mrs. Daisy Bates, the
contributions to research in Prince Edwards Comity, the
Sickle Cell Anemia, the Alpha Sit-in Student*
and its most reKappa Alpha Sorority has fi- cent gift Was to the Anniversary
nanced the printing of bro- Fund of North Carolina College.
chures, and its chapters have The organitation established a
sponsored meetings in their rescholarship there in honor of
spective communities for the edits illustrious member, Dr. Rose
ucation of the public regarding
Butler, Head of the Department
Sickle Cell Anemic
of Education.
The organization plans to continue in 1961 its financial support of the National Scholarship Service and Fund for Negro Students. During 1960 the organization contributed $2,000.00
to this Fund and has allocated
a similiar amount for 1961.
Many of the chapters of the organization are planning to give
their local scholarships through
this Fund in 1961.
A continuing financial activity
with Alpha Kappa Alpha will
be its support of the NAACP DeIllovftaliao row fiber broom veldt
fense Fund. To this fund the orbat% of es en fn•n is wafer Woe I
ganization contributes $1,000.00 noires wenn orethe to four Isla&
annually. As a special project, spoons hous•holol oninooniel. lot
one of Alpha Kappa Alpha's beighs seek he haft on Woe,IWO
former Presidents, Miss L. rim* end hang let cool piese Opt

11
;It

LeMOYNE'S MISS ALPHA —
Joyce Ann Lyno m, left,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Lynom, 3315 Horn Lake
Road, is the 1960-61 Sweetheart
of Alpha Phi Alpha men attending LzMoyne College. She

was presented recently at a
Alpha Sweetheart Ball. Pictured with Miss Lynam is a
former Alpha sweetheart,
Eliza Young. Alpha man it
the picture it IVarren Moore.

For that exciting touch
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EIGHT IN LINKS POPULARITY CONTEST

LINKS popularity
contest
among college students finds
the above eight collegians vying for the title. The contest

will end Dec. 30 with a dance
and the winner being announced at Currie'sClub Tropi•

Running for the title
MOST POPULAR COLLEGIAN are, from left, John-

et t a
Phillips, Philander Illinois student;
Merriam Abron of Bennett college in In Jackson, Tenn.: Annie
Toy. dison of LeMoyne college.
Smith collegiate of [Attic Cooper, Owen Junior college Greensboro, N. C.: M a rn- lor of
Gorine Beauty college The contest is sponsored by
It o c k, Ark., Christopher ceed; Roy Rainey of Hender- ette Joyner of Lane college of
Memphis and Eleanor Ad- the Memphis Cha
pter of
Booth, University of Southern son Business college; Hazel
Links, Inc.
Franklin, vice president: Norma Win or Lose Tigers, you're, in
A GUIDE TO GOOD
identifiable sizes and shapes.
Bowie, secretary; Eloise Smith, our estimation still the best
3. Remember that the casAsst. secretary.
and remember "It's not whethserole will absorb some of
Drucilla Ingram, treasurer; er you win or lose: but how well
Musing: Group vs. Group It aside. But if he passes the
the liquid during baking, so
Barbara Jefferson, chaplain: you play the game."
Is an unfortunate aspect of so- buck to you, then you'll have
don't make the sauce too
Lillie Austin, paliamentarian, TOP PLATTERS
By
cial life that being part of one to act. You are right that your
thick.
and Allen Dillard, reporter.
"Am I the Man?" — Charles
group May mean not liking child shouldn't be exposed to
GRACE WILLIAMS
SPOTLIGHT
Branham and Carolyn Harris;
4. Arrange layers of food
other groups. The rivalry be- lewd language and stories. If
Stepping into the cool green "Everytime" — Barbara Flet- No matter how well you plan rather than stirring the ingretween groups is a common phen- you must take the initiative, I
glow of the limelight this week cher and Ronnie Lewis
the Christmas menu, you are dients as one mixture.
omenon; "Our club is better suggest that the next time you
is a young man who is truly "Let's Go" — Patricia Dean sure to have left-overs. But
5. Use your imagination in
than yours," . .. "This Is our invite this couple to your house
a living example of versatility. and Robert Owens
when you consider the time, seasoning. Try various herbs
that
you
be
frank and above
club, no outsiders can be allow- For in any ca- "Ge.! Whiz" — LaVern Mack- energy and money that go into and
spices.
BATON ROUGE, I.a.—(UPI1
ed in." This exclusiveness in board with the wife, asking that
pacity that he is lin and Milton Reynolds
the holiday feast these left6.
Vary toppings • fluffy —A New Orleans
group life is both a benefit and both she and her husband guard
placed he never "Last Date" — Yvette Luster overs are to be desired. A judilawmaker
their thoughts and words caremashed potatoes, cooked rice,
a hazard.
fails to function and Bernard Bates (BTW);
Sunday night pleaded with the
cious use of this food can mean corn
fully.
bread
batter, ready-to- well whether in "Look
To those Inside the group, to
Out" —Jiianita Holmes another day of festive eating bake biscuits
or rolls, toasted Louisiana legislature not to
an office requir- and B. T. Williams.
be able to exclude others may Tell her what happened the
while
allowing
extra
time
from
last
time
withhold the Christmas payam
I
and
sure
almonds.
that
leadership
ing
,
be a source of strength. Group
the kitchen and helping to balIT'S BEEN SAID THAT:
and authority or James Bhillips
checks
7.
of teachers at New Orlife is given a feeling of unity they will be ashamed of themInvestigate
the
wide varis trying to de- ance the holiday budget.
alertness a n d
iety of canned soups for add- leans' newly-integrated
by having real or imaginary selves. Do it diplomatically but
Perhaps,
who's
cide
best
the
him
for
the
—
most
ingenious
schools.
skill :equired in
enemies. In a group, one is sur- firmly. Do it even at the risk
U. K. or G. S. (lie says it will culinary invention is the cas- ed flavor and ease of prepa"Payday for
the fields of
the
school
ration.
rounded by other individuals on of breaking a friendship. Your
With these few tips
serole. The convenience of the
sports. I am be a tough decision because
system's
5,500
and
school
whom one depends, and who in daughter gets top consideration.
suggestions,
employes
let's
bring
FBLA
Billie Doss certain y o u they both put him on cloud casserole, i t s "mealln-the- the Christmas
turn need you. But on the other
turkey back in is next Friday, and some of
dish" feature and its clever way
The Future Business Leaders have guessed this young mans nine).
the
hand Intolerance can develop
form
of
"Turkey
Divan." these people haven't been paid
of
disguising
left-overs has
since October," said Rep. Edof America, an organization identity for he is none other Yvonne Luster has competiout of and at the same time
made it quite popular with modTURKEY DIVAN
ward Lebreton.
of young men and women inter- than Billie Doss a junior in the tion for the heart of L. R. and
feed rivalry . .. Continued next
ern
cooks.
Sometimes,
in
our 1 lb. broccali
ested in the broad field of busi- 11-8 homeroom in which Mr. her competition is said to be at zeal to be
week.
"It's going to he awful hard
economical, however, 8 thin slices cooked turkey
Wilson is instructor. Billie re- MSU (well, Yvonne?)
for these school teachers or
ness education that includes
Dear Mrs. Watson: My husoverlook
we
the
possibilities
for
2 tablespoons butter
Maya Crawford has reformsides with his parents Mr. and
school carpenters and janitors
secretaries, business accountband and his best friend have
Mrs. Wallace Doss at 1164 Barn- ed from her romances between making a casserole real gour- 24 tablespoons flour
to explain to their own children
ants,
clerks,
stenographers, etc.,
been buddies since childhood.
fare.
met
1-4
E. L., E. D., etc., (how long
teaspoon dry mustard
why there isn't a Santa Claus
presented an informal get-to- met
The friend and his wife come
For
our
holiday
budget meals % teaspoon salt
NEW YORK — (UPI) — A gether.
Around our campus Billie is will this last?)
this year."
to our house quite often. The
let's
a
take
look
at
what
makes
Terri
Robinson
cup
1
milk
and Charlen
The legislature has effectiveman always makes off-color jeweler advertised a Christmas The objectives of the FBLA's affiliated with the football team, Stewart both think the world of a casserole an elegant party /
1
2 teaspoon worchestershire
comments and tells dirty jokes. gift for "the women who has get-togther was to become bet- captain of the basketball team, Lawrence Hill (who is the one dish:
ly frozen the assets of the Orsauce
I have done my best to stop it everything" — a 14-carat gold ter acquainted with their fellow president of the junior class, for you, Lawrence?)
leans Parish (county) school
1. Use foods that go togeth- 3 tablespoons worchesters
hire
without actually asiong them electric coffeemaker set with classmates and friends and al- president of the Crown's Social INCIDENTALLY
board. and New Orleans hanks
from
er
the
flaystandpoint
of
sauce
club, student council and 0 1 e
point blank.
are threatened with reprisal if
Grated Parmesan cheese
250 diamonds and 150 rubles. so to impress upon their minds Timer's club. Billie is also 'Mr. Who will be the young lady to or, texture and color.
they honor checks issued by the
the
essence
of
approaching
the
2. Keep pieces of food in
We have a 12 year old daugh- Price:
sing
duets
with
Red
Robinson
1-4
cup
slivered
Gridiron
blanched
Creat" from our school
$50,000. That's worth Christmas season with a
school board or lend it money.
tech- this year. a coveted
ter with big ears. She said a
almonds
title given and hold his hand (any volun500,000
cups
of
coffee
at
10
nicolor
movie
consisting
of
two
teers?)
couple of vile words recently
Lawmakers paid teachers at
etc., of C. E. of Melrose.
to the best football players
3
tablespoons mayonaise
films entitled "The Night BeNew Orleans' segregated schools
to my mother and said she cents a cup.
throughout our city. In spite of Is Delores Purdy really star- Dorothy Morn's is the object
Cook
broccali
in
boiling
saltCs.
fore Christmas" and "The Naoverhead "Uncle Joe" say them.
of a certain junior boy's affec- ed water until barely tender. last month, but withheld payall these extra curriculum ac- ry-eyed over J. S. (well, D?)
MONROE, N. Y. — (UPI) — tivity" these represented the tivities that he is a part of, Who is the young man Betty tions (Dorothy I do believe
I would like to give this man
Drain and arrange in four serv- checks of teachers at William
,a piece of my mind but I know William E. Rhode jr., was two outlooks on such a holiday, Billie still finds time to study Reeves is trying to keep hid- you're blushing).
ings
on flat heat-proof platter. Frantz and McDonough 19, the
it would do no good. He has a forced to land on a highway both secular and sacred, respec- and he has maintained a B Plus den from us? (they say her lips COMING ATTRACTIONE
Top each serving with 2 turkey city's integrated schools.
tively.
nice wife and I feel she will
The Co-Ettes presents its sec- slices. Melt butter and blend
average throughout his high are sealed.)
in
Mrs. M. Graham and Mrs. school years.
cooperate. What can I do? Wor- near here when the gas line on
"Brer Lightning" has a secret ond annual Charity Ball at le- flour, mustard and
salt. Add once. Makes 4 servIngs.
froze,
he
and
light
plane
his
M. Ulen, both members of our
ried wife.
admirer.
Moyne
College
(guess
who?
December
29,
?)
milk and worchestershire sauce "A Guide To Good Eating" is
Upon graduation from o u r
Marietta Wells has earned the 1960, from 8:30 'tit 12 p. m., mu- and cook and stir until
Dear Worried Wife: This is immediately was hailed before faculty and advisors of this school. Billie plans to further
thick- a service provided for the readclub
worked
tediously to present
something that you and your a justice of the peace on
his education at the Michigan nick-name. "Tireless." (I won- sic by Gene "Bowlegs" Miller. ened. Blend in mayonaise, and ers of the Tri-State Defender
such
an
afternoon
enjoyable
as
der
Extra
added
attraction
why?)
will be pour over turkey and
husband should work out to- charges of violating a "general
State university in the field of
broccali. through the cooperation of this
the crowning of Miss Co-Ette Sprinkle generously
gether. It would be better if business law" which makes was presented. The FBLA is science as a medical technolo- COUPLES YOU SHOULD
with Par- Memphis Dairy Council. Mrs.
perhaps the only club on our
KNOW
featuring
also
and
Carla
Thomyour husband takes his friend such landings illegal.
gist. "May success follow you
mesan Chees e. Broil until Williams is a teacher of Home
campus that has provided such
Marilyn Vaulx and Theodore as and the Vel-tones. Admission browned on top.
always."
Sprinkle with Economics at Manassas high
entertainme
an
nt of its kind
Pickett (Hum); CobySmith $1.50 (singly) and $3.00 (cple.). almond
slivers and serve at school.
with success, and we hope oth- SPORTS NEWS
Invitational
(invitations
only.
and Bernice Johnson: Brenda
er clubs will pattern after the
Just recently the Manassas Lee and Ezell Brown: Millie may be purchased from any
FBLA in sponsoring wholesome Tigers played the Carver Cobras Royal and Thomas Miller and member of the CO-ETTES at
and cultural entertainment as with a score of 57-76 in their Ernest Martin and Nancy Ross. your school.) Sylvia Williams,
before mentioned.
gym. Although we didn't win YOU BE THE JUDGE
president; Gloria Lewis, reThe program was as follows: we still adore our basketball Whether or not Terry Ed- porter and Erma Laws, spondevotion - Annie Williams, oc- team for its clean sportsman- wards and Betty Hust are trying sor.
casion - Vivian Reams. Pur- ship, alertness, skills, etc., ex- to become, shall we say 'tight.' READERS — I will see you
pose - Marie Franklin, Carols - emplified at that particular Whether or not Claudia Nevels again soon but until then I wish
guests, movie acknowledgement game. We, the students of Ma- should stand trial for her admir- you a — MERRY CHRISTMAS
of guests — Mrs. M. Graham nassas urge you to fight on ation, sneak glances, dreams, AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR.
and closing remarks — Mrs. M.
Ulen.
The officers of the FBLA are
Vivian Reams, president; Marie
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UNION CHEVROLET
CRACKS PRICES ON BRAND
NEW '61 CHEVROLETS NOW!
Union Special

196o

GREETING
ofthe SEASON

Among

assets
we value your good
will. We thank you
and wish you well.

Garin* Colkge of
Cosmetology

Of Memphis
as BEALE - MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

'61 CORVAIR
2 Door -- 6 Pass.
Perky
Thrifty
Compact

'61 BISCAYNE
6-Passenger
2 Door Sedan

$1797
Hank Terms

Full

our

Madame
Gold S. M. Young

The Tri-State Bank

Union Special

Compare..
THE PRICE!
THE TRADE!
THE TERMS!

I

Chevvy

$1995
Hank Terms

YOU'LL FIND YOU MAKE
THE BEST BUY AT UNION.

11

Phone JA 5-9111

UNION CHEVROLET CO.
1020 UNION AVE.

you in 1961

COME IN AND SAVE!

Physio Therapy, Inc.
449 halo St.
Mensphis, Tenn.

From all of us to all of
you our best wishes.
Thanks for your patronage ... we look
forward to serving

BR 4-7400

WEONA & BY - RYT
FOOD STORES
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Nigerian Gives-Impressions Of U.S. Visit'

Says U.S. Must See
Itself As Others Do

Castro's U.S.
Hotel Host
Extends Thanks

By OLADELE BIBILARI

my former expectations of life
In these United States as sold
(PART 1)
out to us in Nigeria, yea in
Journalists and policemen, Afrfta.
they say back home in Niger- 'U. S.
FANTABITLOUS'
ia, should never be trusted.
NEW YORK — Harlem': HoEveryt
hing, everyThe one, the pundits maintain,
tel Theresa owner Love B.
where,
point a to one
would sell their best friends to
Woods replied this week to the
make news while the other great fact: that America
hundreds of congratulatory
is
just
too
fantastic
for words,
would pull in their own moth.
messages and expressions from
"Fantabulous," if I may borers to get the stripes.
well-wishers who lauded his
row the strange word a friend
conduct and operation of the
At the risk of justifying this of mine
once used to denote
hotel during the September
gross misunderstanding of the sunethin
g both fabulous and
crisis of the UN which made
role of the journalist in the fantastic.
Cuba's Fidel Castro a hotel
modern world, I have set for
But what can a foreign visitor
guest.
WHEN NEGROES CAME to titration members tacked up
myself the unpleasant duty of to this
country write about
Patrons from all over the make application to register a sign which read: "No
writing my impression of America
regthat the Americans
world are requesting reserva- as voters in Macon County, istration today!
America, if only it would make themselv
This office
es have not fed out to
tions
Alabama
at
the
Instihotel,
(Tuskegee
Woods said,
the American public to see the wide
invaded by agent* of the IN- is
world? Or are not the
and he los some conventions tute), following recent nation- justice (sic) Dept.!" (Feder. gp
themselves as many from A.M.
Americans themselves noted
booked into the hotel for as al election, Wheeler Dyson, al agents had
eg have come to see them. throughou
arrived to look
t the world as the
late as the fall of 1961.
left, and Donald Scott, two at the records). The Negro
for six weeks on the campus greatest self-advertisers, tuck.
It was between September IP Macon County Board of Reg- looking on is unideatif
at the Indiana university, eters' I think is the word in EVEN AFTER tho election, scene at the Macon
ed.
County registration board, only six through 2'7 that Castro occuBlinnlingt011. I have listened to this country?
Negroes in Macon County Courthouse where 635 Negro- Negroes
have been registered pied a 20-room suite in the
What can a poor journalist (Ala.) were continued to be es gathered to make applica- to vote in this county during hotel, having as his guests
like me say of the genuinely denied application to register tion. Still complaining about this board's seventhmontb Egypt's Game Nasser, Ghahor;itable frank, jovial and as voters. Shown above is a the slow -down tactics of the tenure in office.
na's N krum a h, Russia's
very freedom loving peoples of
Khrushchev, India's N eh r u,
the United States that has not of freedom to hate, liberty to
and many other world leaders,
deprive others of the god-given
been said before?
Woods said he has just about
Or can I essay to know more opportunities in a land noted
caught up answering the teleabout this 314 million square for such oportunities, isn't it
grams, post cards, letters, camiles expanse of land — 3000 time somebody thinks of a new
bles and other messages.
miles wide from coast to coast name for American demoNEW YORK — The Commis- full cooperatinn with the
as well as from North to South cracy?
Board
sion
on Intergroup Relations of Education as well
—than the professional publi- I refer specifically to the
as other
will embark on a broader pro- city agencies.
twists maintained In all parts American Negro problem.
gram of public education in the
ef the world have already sold I have decided to take parmonths to come, the new chair- 'OPEN ENROLLMENT'
ticular interOst in this matter,
out?
"We applaud the recent arman of the Commission promisMy best line of approach and I have viewed all the won- NEW ORLEANS. La. — Four
tions
taken by the Board of
ed here last week at the forum
CORE
therefore, will be to ignore derful achievements of the members of New Orleans CORE bard chairman Rudolph Lomof the Catholic Interracial Coun- Education," he said, "first, at
who spent six days in jail;
the Junior High School level,
platitudes meanwhile, quickly United States against this back- have been found guilty of Sidney
Goldfinch who is also ORANGEBURG, S. C.—"The cil.
go on to tell my readers that ground. Call it bias, if you will, Criminal Mischief" for their under
and then at the elementaryak
indictment on charges of Role of the Cooperating TeachRecently appointed to the high school level in
America is great in every but I think I may be justified, part in a sit-in demonstration "crimina
adopting mum
l anarchy" growing er Education Program" was city post, Stanley H. Lowell,
"open enrollment" program.
sense of the word. It is rich in in view of the fact that it is at a McCrory lunch counter. out of the
sit-ins; Cecil Carter, the theme of the Workshop likened this phase of the ComWe understand that these
every natural resource above on record that during the slave The four, who will be sentenced jr.;
and Oretha Castle.
sponsored by the School of Ed- mission's activity to "fire pre- moves are still of
or under ground, as any stu- trading days, more than 100,- on January 3, face up to one
a pilot nature.
The packed courtroom heard ucation on the South Carolina vention."
We trust that this program will
dent of geography will tell you. 000 Nigerians were "exported" year in jail.
Judge Cocke refuse to permit State College campus in No- "We are not only going to be
expanded with all deliberate
Its economy, unbelievably ex- by the British and the Portu- • Criminal Court Judge
Ber- evidence showing the interstate vember.
fight the scrub fires that break speed."
OLADELE BIRILARI
guese into the American sugar nard Cocke has
pansive and abundant.
let it be known operation of the McCrory chain. Cooperting teachers and prin- out here and there," be prom- Lowell also
said he was hoping
It is awe-Inspiring in its cane, tobacco and cotton plan- that there will be a jail
term Defense attorneys Jack Nelson cipals from 54 schools in the ised, "but we will also do more for the broadenin
professors, qualified in their might on the high seas and tations.
g and strengthand a fine of $350. Any fine of and Lolis Elie entered objec- state
joinded college personnel, fire prevention."
ening of the Sharkey-Brownsubjects. talk on the American in the air. It has the man-pow- As a Nigerian, naturally, this over $300 permits
an appeal di- tions to lay the basis for an consultants, and directed
teach- "The Commission on Inter- Isaacs Housing Law which outlife and culture, American er to back any threat, of war figure, although put at 43,600 rectly to the Louisiana
Supreme appeal. There was no jury.
ers in this initial Workshop. group Relations is dedicated to laws discrimination in private
economy, education, labour or aggression. It -could depend for the whole 0 Africa between Court.
Seven other CORE members Dr. Pearlie C. Dove,
Coorciina- the task of making New York a housing This, he indicated,
problems, health and welfare, on its population of nigh 180 1820 and 1958 by White House, The four include
New Orleans have been arrested for sitting- tor for
Teacher Education at trily Open City in accord With would give the work of the
services and American Foreign millions, down to every man staggers me. My sympathy
in at a Woolworth lunch Morris
Brown and Clark Col- our official city policy." To do, Commission new scope and
Policy, especially as it con. to back its immensely popular therefore, also, naturally, goes hotels and
restaurants of our counter. Their trial has not yet leges in
Atlanta delivered a this Lowell said he foresees vigor.
cerns Africa.
governments, whatever, their out everytime to the Negro in white city." An anonymous been set.
challengi
ng
address on the
For four weeks in Washing. political coloring, in any em- America. The torment of his broadside received through the
theme that set the stage for
ton, D. C., I had gone the ergency requiring national mo- soul and the slur on his per- mail by Brahm Seid, Chad's APPLIANCE COUNT
the Workshop.
rounds of the United States de- rale. In such cases, White son as a sub-human, in spite Ambassador to Paris and mem- Washington — A
majority of The major areas discussed
partmen ts of government, House is never wrong. At least of everything the succeeding ber of his country's UN dele- all homes in the U. S.
have six in the group sessions were:
learning first hand from the never publicly so, in the heart American governments and the gation, said the warning came electric appliances.
They in- "Administration of Program of
men on the job, how the peo- of every man or woman.
good— .Jaearted-American citi- from the Ku Klux Klan.
clude the electric irdri, radio, Directed Teaching,"
Dean A. I.
zeriCdest and present, have "The neatly printed broad- electric c 1 o c k,
ples of this county are govern- The first thing therefore,
refrigerator, Mose and Mrs. A. S. Roberts;
that
ed and the reaction of the peo- strikes you in this country,
been -*We to do, still persists side said that a 'foul stench electric washer and
'
.
and
the toast- "Orientation of the Students by
ple to their government.
which I consider of great im- till this day.
from the East River' was seep- er.
the Cooperating Teacher," Dr. DR. CLIFTON C. DUMMETT by the Dental
BORN LAZY?
I have visited many import- portance is the Americans'
Service of though
ing over New York, heavy with
love
C. W. Pettigrew and Mrs. Alba TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE, Ala. Veteraas Administr
ant cities like Detrcit, Buffalo, of freedom. This,
Mild
ation Hosier/
Americans say the Ne- the black races of Africa VISUAL DEFECTS
I have come
Lewis; "Development of Prin- — The causes and effects of pital,
Boston, New York, even as far to regard as both a
gro is born lazy. How untrue! and the yellow races
Dr.
Clifton
0.
Dummett,
of Philadelphia —Approilmately ciples and Guidelines for a Di- bleeding from
blessing
the mouth were chief.
out as the commonwealth of and a bane. It is the
Strong racialists say he is Asia. . . It is enough
to make 20 of each 100 American school rected Teaching Handbook," investigated
foundation
by
prominent
Puerto Rico, Kansas City in of all the wonderful
progress not only unambitious, he is an whit e protestant ,America children suffer some form of Mrs. Maxine Crawford and Miss specialists in a seminar on Or- Among the specialists were:
Ilissouri, Los Angeles, San the country has made as
imbecile.
Easily
satisfied
to re- vomit . . . Sub-humans have correctible visual defects.
Dr. Stanley H. Smith, profesa naT. W. Witnbush.
al Hemorrhage.
Francisco, St. Louis, Louisville tion, and alas, the rootmain perpetually at the bottom come down from trees and
sor of anthropology, Tuskegee
cause
out
meeting
The
was
presented
and now Chicago.
Institute; Dr. L. L. Langley,
of all the wars its citizens have of the Social graph, running the of swamps to lord it over the
WALKS OF LIFE
had to fight, starting from the sewer while the whites run the white race.'
professor of Hematology, EmI have spoken with men and American war of Lndepend- White House, and therefore, de- "The broadside said the Genory University; Dr. Emanuel
women in different walks of ence. the civil war, the war of serves a mention, only after eral Assembly is controlled by
Cheraskin, professor of oral
life — teachers, doctors, en- the Union against the Confed- the family dog!
'inferior rares' who plot to
medicine, University of Alababigots,
Racial
and how they overthrow w hite protestant
gineers. f a r m er s, shippers, erates and now the war of color
ma; Dr. Fred C. Collier, proabound in this country! have America.
fruiterers, scientists, laborers, prejudice.
fessor of surgical pathology,
gone several steps farther than "They have tried to
businessmen, and especially Lest, I be misunderstood.
University of Alabama; Dr. J.
force a
I this abuse of the
Negro race summit meeting with black
journalists.
Roy Bourgoyne, former profesam not against freedom of the
They have rounded up the Nkrumah, brown
Nehru, tan
I have watched the great de- individual nor against freedom
sor of Oral Surgery of the Unibates on television and have of the nation. In fact, I am all whole of the colored world and Nasser, yellow Sukarno, Comversity of Tennessee; and Dr.
followed with avid interest the for freedom; for has not Ni- roundly berated them. Take a munist atheist Tito and antiS. D. Palmer of the University
look at this United Press In- Christ Khrushchev,'
presidential ele c tion cam- geria, my native country just
it said.
ALBANY, N. Y. — New York Hospital, Birmingham, Alabapaigns. On election night I kept gallantly fought for and won ternational release, recently "The paper added 'that the
State Commerce Commissioner ma.
published by the Kansas City Lord created the white
the vigil, counterchecking with freedom from Britain?
race
The presiding officers were;
Keith S. McHugh announced
weekly "The Call," issue of to rule over the animal
the electronic computers till But when, in the
kingdetails of the out-of-state ex- Dr. Clarence Mason of Tuskee
name of December 2, 1960:
dom and the lower races' and
Senator Kennedy came home liberty and freedom,
pansion of Commerce Depart- gee Institute; Dr. E. T. Odom.
the basis "Colored delegates Monday concluded
with the warning
the winner.
ment activity through branch Dr. J. F. Hume, chief of medie
of the American brand of received a warning
to 'stay that unless colored delegates
All this period I was forming democracy, men have come to
offices
being set up in Chicago cine and surgery, respectivell",
close to the buildings of the keep close to the
UN and HarImpressions and
comparing respect man's inhumanity to United Nations
and Los Angeles.
of the VA Hospital, Tuskegee;
and
the
brothels lem, the fiery crosses shall
them against the background of man, and to regard
it as a sort of Harlem and not defile the burn'
Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller Dr. C. A. McCallum, professor
."
has announced he will go to of oral surgery, University of
both cities to open the new of- Alabama; Dr. D. J. Thompson,
fices formally at luncheons for section chief of Medical Infirleading businessmen and indus- mary Service, and Dr. A. W.
trialists to be held In Chicago Caliman, chief of the psychoat the Sheraton-Blackstone ho- logy service, both of the Tusk&
tel, January 11, and in Los An- gee VA hospital.
geles at the Stetter - Hilton ho- Other participants were Dr.
tel on Jan. 12.
H. W. Kenney, Tuskegee VA
He said the new offices will manager, who delivered the
be available to point out the welcoming address; Dr. W. E.
advantages of New York State Lewis. Tuskegee VA director
locations to those midwestern of professional service; and Dr,
PICKETS IN NEW YORK stretched over three blocks. and Pacific coast firms desir- E. H. Dibble, medical director
from New York CORE (Con- Leaflets urged customers not ous of seting up branch plants, of Tuskegee Institute's John ek.
gress of Racial Equality) to buy at Macy's "until they research facilities or outlets in Andrew Hospital, who will con.
elude the seminar.
parade in front of Macy's De- serve everyone in the South the east.
partment store in support of as well as in the North and
direcNamed Chicago office
Atlanta students arrested in to tell Macy's why you have tor by Commissioner McHugh per, 43, of White Plains, N. Y..
Macy's subsidiary. Davison- stopped buying.
is Edmund J. Lindblom, 44, the State Commerce DepartPaxson's. The picket line
formerly on the staff of the ment's regional manager in tho
Continental Can Co., Central Westchester . Rockland suburak
Division, and a lifelong resident ban New York area for the lasM
seven years and previously a
of the Chicago area.
Appointed director of the Los member of the New York City
Angeles office is Robert A. Lo- office staff.

CORE Members
Found Guilty Workshop Held

Sees Demise Of
Education Bias

On Teaching

Dental Meet
At Tuskegee

Name Heads
To Out-Of-State
Positions

College Program
Honors 4-Ifers East Africa Needs
iscussed Here

A & T MAJORETTES—These are from left
te right: Karen Nance Ingram and
RrKa
Idgh stepping en a jorettes k ad Gardner, Wilmingt
on, Dels• Wright, head
majorette, all of
Ihe crack 125-piece A and T ware; !Mirky Cherry,
Orlan• Greensboro; Elaine Crawley,
College Marching Band. They de. Fla.; Carolyn
Craven, Durham, N, C.; Joyce Pelt

ter, Orlando, Fla.: Arden'
Perdue, Maitland, Fla.; Bobbie Bailey, Winston-Salem,
N. C. and Kathryn Winchester, Greensboro, N. C.

GREENSBORO, N. C. — For- tended the meet.
ty-two North Carolina young- Dr. Samuel
D. Proctor, presister were honored last week at dent of Ada
college, who deAkT college for outstanding livered the main address warnachievement in 4-11 Club work ed the group that the future of
during the current year.
North Carolina and of the na- PRINCEitiN, N. J. — RepThe youths were cited at the tion will be determined by the resentatives of the United
annual North Carolina- 4-II Club later contributions of the youth, States, Great Britain, and of
Recognition Program, a lunch- today—those with high men. Kenya, Tanganyika, Uganda
eon meeting, held Saturday, tality and who come from hom- and Zanzibar met here Dec. 1-5
to confer on the educational
December 3, in the new cafe- es where love is found.
teria. The honorees were state "The burden will rest upon needs of East Africa. The conchampions in Med 4-H Club proj- the talented few." he continued, ference was sponsored by the
ects, demonstrations and' pro- "those who have achieved American Council on Education
(Washington, D. C. )
gram activties.
through exhibition of high
Calvin H. Raullerson. direcNearly 200-pereons, including moral character, outstanding tor of education
al services,
honorees, parents. 4-H club and mentality and with personal dis- United Negro
College Fund
iEstetteion Berries) workers at- cipline URI sacrifice."
(New York City), wat one of

211 American representative* attending the conference.
Raullerson r et urned last
month from six-week study
tour of East African countries.
fie assisted W. J. Trent =r.,
UNCF executive director, in exploring the possibility of end\
tabliahing a scholarship pral"11
,
gram for East Africans at the
33 United Negro Colleges. The
tour was underwritten by the
Rockefeller Foundation. "

HUMBOLDT TENN.

in the 5th R. glass, they also
made Christmas corsages and
earrings for all their mothers.
This class has kept the attend.
anon banner for three consecutives weeks. Mrs. Jewell B. Ridley is teacher.
ON CHRISTMAS EVE WIRT
By JAMES DOUGLASS
Oa Christmas eve night all children are tucked in bed,
Waiting for Santa Claus who's
dressed in red.
He mines with a whoop, and
visits them all,
and leaves some toys along the
wall.

DOUGLASS HIGH Wk.DEFENDERR
SCHOOL ROUNDUP

II1-alWitiiit 16

3013

c.

I On Sunday, Dec. U. at Lane Sunday at St. James Baptist
Chapel CME church, the Thurs- church by the Jessie White and
day Sewing club gave a Pre- Progressive Beautician Club.
Christmas Tea and Fashion Theme of the program w a s
show. The members of the club "Windows of the Soul." Devogave a very inspiring devotion tion was given by members of
PTA
Stamps. Congratulations Coach
(
A using as A theme Christmas.
The Douglass PTA presented Little and team.
the club. Words of welcome
W Fashions were on Parade, were given by Mrs. Vesta Jean
a Christmas program in the aud- COUPLES
some of the younger set model- Beard. Mrs. Florence Hicks,
itorium, Thursday night, Decem- Charlie Flemming - Thelma
ing were Virginia Wilson, Myra Brownsville, Tenn., responded.
ber 15, 1960, ending their mem- Belot**, Willie Oler-Delia Pare
.Bryson, Beverly Landers, Clau. Mrs. Vera Caldwell introduced
risk; Moses Crawford • Carry
bership drive.
dette Jones, Francene Givens, the speaker, Mrs. Zona Mai deSanders; Lewis Collins-Rosaland
consisted
of
the
The
program
Brenda Burnett, Stephan'.
Shivers; Frank Davis •Ines
livered the address using the
following:
llama, Doris Cox and Henry theme as her subject. Mrs. LanWillie Phillips•lda Pate;
Boyd;
We long to wake on Christmas
I. Elementary Department Freddie Rooks
Home Fisher. The guest model ders delivered her address with
and James BradDay,
(Grad 14);
was Miss Cynthia
HENRIETTA AYERS, 19-yearford.
Rawls, charm and dignity. Music for Just after Santa has sped away.
2. Douglass High school Band
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Brownsville, Tenn., and your the occasion was furnished by We thank ole Santa for
old
CITY-WIDE
SURVEY
being
(Mr. Nelson Jackson, director1 1
scribe.
Moores Chapel choir, Milan, nice,
Betty Centigram' (Melrose); Henry Ayers of 673 Runtyn
3.The Scholar Contartum choir
Debris Pruddy (Manassas); Is now furthering her education
Music was furnished by the Tenn., Madamn Lucy Lee was To bring us toys and food that's
(Mr. Omas R. Robinson, direcceremonies.
mistress
of
Jaime,* Robinson (Bertrand); In Texas, through the expense
Music Lovers club, solos were
spiced.
To help you turn out the best roast turkey of your kitchen tor);
Shirley
Miller (BTW); Maxine of the United States Air Fore&
The
Jessie
White
Progressive
rendered by Mesdames Suzanne
career,
home
4.
Mr.
presented
Fred
Ford
Manufacturing
of
Foley
economists
Company
have
Davis (Hamilton); Dorothy She was recently inducted into
Dalton, Lerlia Cunningham, Lit. Beautician club met Monday We say our prayers all through come up with six now
and time-saving tips on turkey preparation. his version of Jingle Bells and
(Douglass); Elmo' Ship the Women's Air Force (WAE)
Taylor
tie Francene Givens and Char- night in the home of Mrs. Wilthe year,
V.
(Mr.
Stardust.
Ford
is
a
formadjustable
1.
Use
the
(Melrose);
Eugene Davis (Ma- and is now taking her basic,
business
Perry.
The
lie F. Jones. Mrs. Nelda Wil- lie Alice
In hopes ole Santa will always shaped routing rack and pan reverse it. This is easy to do er student of Douglass and is
Weer (Bei
Malcolm
,training at Lackland Air Fore*
nassas);
liams was narrator for the beau- consisted of electing the follow, hear.
now available in kitchenware with the convenient V-shaped now bandleader at the Flamingo
Base, near San Antonio, Tea.
W);
T
(B
Porter
David
trend);
tiful affair. Refreshments were ing officers for the year:
department& Like the rotating rack.
We listen for Santa and his
4. Before roasting, season Room);
Alvin Junior (Hamilton); and Miss Ayers, assigned to the
served. The highlight of t h e
spit, this permits full circulaMesdames Zella M. Landers, reindeer
3743r4 Basic Training Squadfashion show were the Mother. Pres.; Era Bonds, Vice-Pres.; and we talk about his coming tion of heat for true routing the cavity and add a bouquet. I. Unions Lamar, a skilled Virgil Lewis (Douglass).
ron,
is a graduate of Melrose
eliminates the steamy garnish (a stalk of celery, a musician in vocal music;
and
QUOTATION
daughter costumes made by the Vera Caldwell, Seey.;
WEEKLY
Pearl all *rough the year.
braising effect of deep-pan carrot, bayleaf and a sprig ot, S. Remarks: Mrs. Blondaie "He why sees only himself high school. She is undergoing
mothers. Mrs. Albert Jamison Harribgton, Ass't. See'y.i re•••
cooking. /t cradles any rise fowl parsley) plus an *Mon studdladi Cross, PTA President; Miss C.
eight weeks training.
daughter Johnetta, Dyer, porter, Vesta Jean Beard; Fin.
CHRIST IS BORN
—or roast—perfectly and holds with six whole cloves. Tie the, Sanders, Principal of Douglass will see little."
(*and
Tenn. were guest models also. ends) Sec'y.; Mrs. Boatright
with
garnish
bouquet
creases.
string
It
to.
cooking
DEBORAH
clear
of
By
H. THOMAS
The affair was largely attend. Treas.; Mrs. Willie Alice
simplify its removal before add-, Elementary Mr. Melvin N, cow
Perry C-is for Christmas when Christ
2. Roast your turkey for trig dressing, and place
ed with visitors from Browns- Parlimentarian.
it in thei ley, Principal of Douglass High
was born
half the cooking period before
school.
ville, Milan, Dyer and Jackson. The boys and girls of Stigall H-is for Heaven where Christ adding dressing: This saves pan for gravy flavoring.
When
stuff
your
you
turB.
The membership drive served
The Book Lovers club held its high school have caught the real
as much as an hour of cooking
came from.
regular meeting in Trenton Fri- Christmas spirit. The rooms and R-is for righteous Man Re was. time by letting heat penetrate key, don't bother to New the Its purpose and Um president
bird. Just close it by inserting and principals would be happy
day night in the home of M r s. halls are beautifully decorated. I-is for influence, He bad from from the inside out, and allows a
heel of the bread used for
.
r
s.ou
dressing
to
the
prepare
to have more cooperation from
Esther Johnson. Members pre- The 5th B English class has
dressing.
abase.
while
your
bird
is
roasting.
the parents in the future.
separate
grease
from
sent enjoyed a delicious menu. written
To
I.
original
Christmas S-is for Santa who brings us
You'll find the dressing easier gravy juices easily, drop lea
Fun and games were enjoyed. poems, the following are just a
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY
to Insert, too, In the firm, rubes
toys.
into the pan, then re- The Douglass Chapter of the
Beautician Day was observed sample. There are 40 members T-is for toys we receive
partially-roasted
fowl.
with joy.
move them quickly with tongs
Society presentA.11=1111.
Z. Roast the turkey for half or slotted spoon. Grease wila National Honor
weeks
honor stusecond
its
ed
I-is for Inn where they could the period breast-duns.
thin adhere to the ice.
_.--....
dent., Tuesday. This six weeks
not stay.
show a great improvement in
Lis for stable with plenty of
the percentage of honor students
hay.
Christmas Day.
toys.
that the third six,
L-is for love, which we ail
They always bring me lots of We hope
show even greater
will
weeks
EASY ORIYI-IN PARKING
B-I. for Bible stories of Christ.
should de.
Joyimprovement.
0-is for obedient, He wants us A-is for always, lets follow It I always like to look and see
The Intermediate Band perto be nice.
through.
If Santa has left anything for
formed for the program with
It-is for religious, God wants us U-is for universe, all bright and
me.
such songs as "Scouts on Pa.
to be,
find
N-is for Nazareth, where Christ S-i. for Santa, all nice and kind. On Christmas Eve night I look roar," "Silent Night" and
GL 84501
2539 Summer Ave.
•••
"Deck the HILL" '1111S w a a
went to see.
to see,
• ••
their first pertorrnance and it
CHRISTMAS
If Santa is in sight.
was done very well. Senior
BEN MILLER
BERT BATES
SANTA CLAUS
By VIRGINIA WILSON
Then I go to bed and rover my
oand ioembers, you have someBy BERNITA FARMER
C-is for the Christ Child, who head.
thing to worry shout.
&is for Santa, all jolly and
was born with a smile,
And dream of Christmas Eve
SPORTS
Jesus
for
was
real
round
Holy,
II-is
night.
Bowls Beaton;
Vacuum Sass, Hess
lowly.
.5.
On Wednesday the Douglass
A-is for Angel, so bright and
and Parts
and Parts
Devils took down the undesound.
Red
R-is for right, the Star of the
CHRISTMAS
WHY I LIKE
Free
N-is for nature scene, so pretty
East gave a bright light.
feated Washington Worriors
STEWART
Serving
By GLENDA
and white
with a close score of 53-50. As
I-is for Isrealites, that 'sone
You
I like Christmas because we get of now the Devils have a 2.1
group Jesus loved.
T-is for toys, that you get that
Open
night.
standing and they expect to
S-is for secret place, that could toys,
Since '32
Not only girls but even boys. keep only one loss. Maurice
Nites
A-is for altar, where we might
not be found.
go to pray.
T-is for teacher, Jesus taught us We play with our things all "Pepper Tucker was high point
760 Union Ave. -JA 7-2631-2268 Park Ave.-FA 3-8507
C-is for Christ, who was born on
to be kind.
through the day,
man, followed by Odell King,
Radio and IV rubes Chocked Fre,
M-is for Master, He served as a Every boy and girl is merry and Willie Kimmons, Clyde Griffin,
pastor.
gay.
Joe Joyner, Virgil Lewis,
A-is for Angles, who stood by The girls get dishes, clothes
George Murphy and B o b
His little bed.
and dolls,
S-is for sacred birth, the Wise The boys get trucks, guns and
men bowed their heads.
cars.
• ••
We get all kind of presents,
WHY I LIKE CHRISTMAS
candy and things.
By CHARLES SULLIVAN
Oh, I like Christmas because I
Asa T. Spaulding, President I like Christmas because I get know what it brings.
of the North Carolina Mutual
Life Insurance Company of Durham, North Carolina, at the reNEW YORK, N. Y. —
quest of Opinion Institute of
A
recently issued report by the
Omaha, Nebraska, has recordNational 'Tuberculosis Associaed a lecture on "A Personal
Approach to the Problems of
tion expresses optimism that
Racial Equality" as an aid to
the number of Americans who
education.
contact active cases of TB every
Opinion Institute is developing
year can be cut about 70 perEDITORIAL
a tape library for use in schools
cent by 1970.
and colleges and by service and
By PATRICIA HILBRING
the aged, or making little tots The report is based on a nareligious organisations.
happy? This Christmas season tion-wide survey of new antiWe kiln Santa Claus In wishing you
Other national figures who Do you have enough energy is
a wonderful time of the year TB programs which have been
and yours a most happy holiday, with
have agreed to make recordings and ambition to become a
pea,..e and good will toward all men
for your dreams to come true. adopted by state and local goy.
on various subjects, according volunteer worker? If the anseverywhere.
If yuur ambition is volunteer err ments in compliance with the
to the Institute, include Vice wer is yes, the opportunity is
nursing, yours is one of the so-called Arden plan for even.
President Nixon,
Thurgood yours, quite easily. Too few
tual eradication of Tuberculosis
Marshall, Congressman Rich- teenagers of today know are most important choices in the from the United States.
World's Largest Ford Dealers
world.
Locate
the
hospital
nearard Bolling, and Dean Benja- pleasure of being a volunteer
THIRD and GAYOSO
est you for the requirements, The plan was formulated by a
min Fine. These lectures will worker.
group of public health experts in
be distributed exclusively by What interests you most? for data that is essential. You'll November, 1950, at a conferbe
surprised
at how much enOpinion Institute.
enc. at Arden House in HarriHelping the sick, caring for joyment you
will get from man, N. Y. It uses modern drug
helping others.
treatment combined with hardDid you say little tots were
driving detection and public inspecial to you? If working with
for nation programs.
youngsters gives you great
The report said the associapleasure, Christmas is the ideal
preliminary findings had
tion's
"Glen' to God is Hie highest,
tLine to do Something nice for
Ac :74-J our warmest Greeting for this Holiday Season
led it to act a 1970 "intermedithem. How would you like to be
and thank you for your Patrertage•
and en earth peace, geed will
target goal of not more
ate"
Santa Claus? Are you unique in
10 new active cases of TB
tewaril mien."
handicraft? If the answer is than
per 100,000 population. The curLuke 2:14
yes, why not combine the two?
rent new case rates is 33 per
Get together your friends and 100,000.
organize your talents. In the
event there are actors and acRemember volunteer work is
tresses in th e group, a skit not a seasonal fad for Christmight be presented. Visit an mas only. There is much work
orphanage and see what you to be done the entire year.
can do to make Christmas Merry Christmas and a HapHome Cooked Meals
May the joys and peace of Christmas be
merrier for someone less for- py New Year to each and
tunate than you.
everyone of you.
with you today and always.

MIXED TASTES?
Get MIXED CASES
AT CASE PRICES!

•
WINES • BRANDIES • GIN
SCOTCH • VODKA • CHAMPAGNE

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Radios, Toasters, Percolators, Heaters

BROWN JUG
LIQUORS

pgrking

-gay hawk

id,eag,y 4,1r
l1

e o'hns on

Serving Breakfast
Open 7:00 A.M. Every Morning
—*—
Dinner Served Daily

Top Execs To
Record Talks

See 70% Drop
In TB By 1970

Delicious Plate Lunches

to

S.

Desserts

Plenty of Parking Space

TPo'IJt
° iew-

685 So. Wellington

JA 6-9258

HULL - DOBBS

Clean, Convenient

Hotel
QUEEN
ANNE

Inc.
CO.,
UNITED
TAXI
JA 5-0521
240 Linden Avenue

228 Vance at Third
Telephone JA 6-1481

Shanks!

New
_

E

SANSONE'S LIQUOR STORE
458 Linden Avenue
Memphis, Tenn.
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Pay Your Defender Boy Promptly
If you buy your Defenders from a ealesboy, please
pay him promptly.

tst
.

He is a young merchant who owns and operates his
own business. As such he has his obligation .o most. U
you don't have your money ready — if you ask him to
wait for his cash — you place a great hardship on him.
Unless he pays promptly for his papers, he will lost
his opportiinity to earn liberal profits, Valuable Prizes
and a real Business training. And the Defender's tegular
visits to your home would be interrupted.
PLEASE PAY HIM PROMPTLY

he
e
be

THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
a

RADIO su
TV j

Park
Cemetery

Impresses most sincerely our aeorsciation
for your friendliness and
fins patronage this past year.

Memphis' ONLY Complete Service
Store On Main Street

We extend best wishes

—z

I,, your happiness at Christmastime

RISBY'S -

SALES
SERVICE
BR. 6-3986
2571/2 N. Main St.
Refrigerators * Washing Machines
Air Conditioners
Irons * Fans * Stoves
Restaurant & Grocery Store Equipment

If You Have It — We Will Repair It

•

•••••••••

The South's Most Beautiful Cemetery
10 Minutes from Downtown Memphis

4536 Horn Lake Rd.
EXpress 7-5811
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

CONWAY'S PAN-AM
SERVICE STATION
12f LINDIN AMU(

JA. 6-9724
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Wk. Of Dec. 24-30, 1960

Four Tougaloo Gridders
All-Gulf Coast Choices

Gain 16
1st Place
UPI Votes

Albany State Racks Up
Nation'sTop Grid Year

NEW YORK — (UPI) —
West Va., felt very proud of
On the second team are Gar
Tennessee A and I State, which (9th), S. D. State (13t10,
his team's seven victories field Stephens, sophomore en
Southwest
Louisiana
for
(tied
won the national small college
and two scoreless ties, as he from Athens, Charles Frazier,
basketball championship two lath) and the University of
lead the nation's only une.,- junior center from Wauchula,
California
at
Santa
Barbara
years ago and finished runnertented and unscored upon Fla., and Oscar Webster, sophoand Jackson (Miss ) State.
college football team. His as- more fullback from WashingBishop college of Marshall, of R u s t, though only a William Daniels of Bishop up last season, topped the first
weekly
United Press interna- The coaches based their ratsistant coaches are C. K. ton, D. C.
Texas dominated the fourth an- 175 pounder, was perhaps the was another topnotch perform• tional ratings of the
1960-61 ings on games played through
Dunson, (line, Lexington,
conference
hardest
man
the
in
This marks the third
nual Gulf Coast Conference
er, though a quarterback by campaign.
Saturday night, Dec. 10. As of
Ky.), and .1. C. Mitchell straight year Bostic has been
was
Athletic team by placing six to block out a play; he
The Tennesse State Tigers, that date, only 'our teams Albany State College com- (backfield, Albany, Ga.).
position, he was also the top
man
one
one
number
on
the
an all-SEAC end Bradley
pleted its most successful footmen on the 22 man team. The
Coach O'Neal was selected and Gamble were on the secthe toughest defenses in the runner for his team and is winners in 5 of their first among this week's top 10 were ball season
Tigers placed three men on of
by being undefeats
Hofstra
therefore inserted at halfback. 6 games this season, were undefeated:
conference.
Coach Of The Year. Eight State ond team last year. Tim Duboth the first and second
the No. 1 choice of 16 of the Southwest Texas (3-0). Missis- ed and unscored upon during players were selected for
All- Hart, senior guard and coThe tackles, Fred Steel of 1959 ALL CONFERENCE
the
nine-ga
Itams.
me
schedule.
36 coaches who voted this sippi Southern (4-0) and GramConference positions by t ti e captain Robert Bowens, senRust and Hank Warner of FOOTBALL TEAM
Head coach Obie W. O'Neal,
week. Voting was scattered bling (5-0).
The first team had at end Bishop, were topnotchers In a
Southeastern Athletic Confer- ior center, were 1959 selecJr., a native of Excelsior,
Selected by Coaches of the because of a lack of 'form"
positions Wayne Drummond of league where there was
ence coaches.
tions, but did not repeat.
Mississippi
Southern
now
has
Bishop and Lester Jones of really a dearth of good tack- Gulf Coast Athletic Conference at such an early stage of the won 19 straight gaiaes dating
Co-captain Milton Bostic, 1959-60 RECORD:
season.
kota State in that order. Maine senior from Athens, filled one ASC
Rust. Drummond was the most les. These two, however, First Team: Wayne DrumOPP.
back to last season.
and Southwest Missouri were of the end postions. Also on the 3
feared pass catcher in the con- would have been starters in mond, Bishop college LE, 185 Evansville, last year's small
Miles
lbs. 6'1, sophomore; Fred Ste- college champion, ranked sec- After Prairie View A and I tied T 14th place; Westmini• mythical squad are Clifton 13
ference and led the league m anybody's league.
Bethune-Cookman
war, Rust college LT, 216 lbs. ond this week despite a 1-4 in ,the second 10 group came ster (PJa.) Buffalo and South- Bradley, senior tackle from 12
that respect. H i 5 f if t y• "Cobra"
Edward Waters
Carl
Bickcom,
the
Southern
Minot::
and South Da- west Louisiana were tied for Columbus, Howard Magwood, 45
6'2, junior; Carl Bickcom, Tou- record. The Purple Eagles won
one receptions included Tougaloo
Paine
standout,
is
finally
galoo college LG, 195 lbs. 6'2, their high ranking because yen (ranked 6th); Grambling 16th; St. Michael's (Vt.) was junior guard from Moultrie, Art 0
seven six pointers. Jones
Claflin
getting an honor which should junior; Walter Steel, Dillard three of their
19th and Chapman (Calif.) Gamble, junior quarterback 19
four defeats came
Savannah State
have been his two years run- university
C, 188 lbs, 62, sopho- at hands of major college pow20th.
from Quitman, a n d Willie 0
Livingstone
ning. The Tougaloo star has more; Tommy Atkinson, Phil- ers — Notre
$9.00
PER
MONTH
In all, a total of 54 teams Townsend, sophomore halfback 47
Dame, Iowa andi
Morris
been a standout on a mediocre ander
Smith RG, 196 lbs. 6', Utah.
received votes this week.
from Bartow, Fla.
12
Fort Valley
Bulldog team for three years freshman; Henry Warner, Bisnow. The other guard, Tommy hop college RT, 200 lbs. 5'11, Evansville was picked by the
UPI coaches before the start
Atkinson of Philander is built senior; Lester Jones, Rust colBuys You A Fin.
of the season as the team most
along the same lines as his
lege RF, 175 lbs. 5'11, junior; likely to win the small college
CARS OR
Tougaloo counterpart. He is agRobert Moreland, Tougaloo col- championship again this seagressive and tough on both of- lege QB, 165 lbs. 511, junior; son.
USED CARS
Tennessee State was voted
fense and defense.
William Daniels, Bishop col- No. 2 in the coaches' pre-seaPerhaps the toughest position lege LH, 175 lbs. 511, senior; son forecast.
Of All New Furniture
of all to decide was the center Elizah Pitts, Philander Smith
Rounding out the top 10
HUGE SELECTIONS
spot. Steel of Dillard, Hudson RH, 198 lbs. 62, senior; and group in order
FINANCING TO SUIT
were: WittenCOMPLETE — STYLISH
of
Philander,
and
McKelphin
of Robert Polk, Dillard university burg (Ohio) Hofstra
YOUR PURSE
(N.Y.),
MID-SOUTH'S GREATEST
Tougaloo were all impressive, FB, 175 lbs. 510, junior.
Southwest
Texas, Kentucky
VALUES
there was little to choose be- Second Team:
James Bard- Wesleyan, Mississippi Southern,
tween the three. Steel gets the ley, Rust college LE, 198 lbs. Los Angeles State,
"rambling
World's Largest Ford Nestor' nod for the first team berth be- 6'4, junior; Elvia Brown, Tou- (La.) and Wheaton (III.).
Open 9 'Til 9
cause he was a more consistent
galoo college LT, 212 lbs. 6'3, Evansville received six firstperformer.
THIRD & GAY050
place
votes, third-ranked WitFree Delivery
senior; Bobby Dillard, Rust colT h e backfield is t h e lege LG, 180 Ilia, 5'9, senior; tenburg and seventh-ranked
JA 6-8871
best ever selected in 011ie Hudson, Philander Smith Mississippi Southern had three
FURNITURE Ill
the Gulf Coast Confer- C, 185 lbs. 6', senior; Carl each; and 11th-ranked Prairie
ence. It has four of the Evans, Bist•op college RG, 195 View A and I (Tex. attracted
most explosive backs found lbs. 6'1, sophomore; John D. two.
Six other schools each
anywhere in Negro football. Smith, Bishop college RI, 207
reAt quarter back is the Touga- lbs. 6'1, senior; Fred Jones, ceived one first place vote.
3574 PARK
FA 4-3767
loo-Jack•Of-All-Trades, Bob Dillard university RE, 175 lbs They were: Kentucky WesleMoreland. Tougaloo's Bob did 510, junior; William Clark, -—
just about everything for the Dillard university QB, 175 lbs.
Bulldogs except take up the 6', senior - James Harris, Bishtickets; he ran, kicked off, op college LH, 165 lbs. 5'9, junpassed, caught passes, de- ior; Huey Long, Tougaloo colfended, kicked points after; lege RH, 190 lbs. 6', freshman;
in between time be called and Charles Parker, Philandsignals and scored fifty-sev- er Smith FB, 206 lbs. 6'1, senen points for the Bulldogs.
ior.
The half backs are without
peers. Elizah Pitts, the Philander "Jet" was the conference's NOW YOU KNOW
number one scorer. Included in The tallest statue in the world
the sixty-six points he tallied is the standing idol of Buddha
for Philander were runs rang- located two
miles
east of
ing from five to eighty-three Bamian in Afghanistan. It is
yards.
173 feet high. — (UPI).

End Unscored;
Undefeated
For Season

Buy Your 1961

155.

NEW FORD

HOUSE FULL
(3' ROOMS)

From Us

HuLL_Doggs

S
.

Season's Greetings•

rLEMING

From

E.H.cRump &co.

With Santa we send to
all our many friends
in this community our
greetings and wishes
. fora merry Christmas.
The Monalernent And
Employees Of

New Daisy Theatre

SALESMEN AND
SALESWOMEN WANTED

Maki at Adams

S•spd

1. Must have a car
2. Must be a go-getter
3. Must be able to work around
the clock-7 days a week
—0—

To all
our many
friends
everywhere.

We need capable and aggressive display advertising salesmen and saleswomen to work in advertising field with experience and ability to
sell. You must be a (Go-Getter). Good starting
rates, wage progression and merit increases.
Bonuses. Give full details and experience in
writing. Send all replies to advertising.
••=1.1.

"If you can give a better bourbon...give

mi••••

POST OFFICE BOX 311
Memphis, Tennessee

Happy Christmas
OAKLEY FORD
Every year, the anniversary of Christ's

I I(

birthday challenges us anew to re-exam-

\\\.

ine our values in the light of His love

\)

and His compassion. The quality of His
supreme friendship has inscribed itself

1960

upon our hearts. Let us extend our
hearts and hands to each other in friendship. Merry Christmas to all.

NAACP

1960

COOK AND LOVE
62 S. Main St.

iory to God in the
bigbat, and on earth
peace and good gill tonard men.

FORD'S SUPER MARKO'
1040 Union

•

It 1241431

Memphis Chapter

Beautifully gift-wrapped

with colorful foil design in pints and

4;dit

A

MA& at no extra cast.,

Mr. Jessie Turner, President
Dr. Vasco Smith, Vice President
Mn. Rufus Thomas, Secretary
Mr. Thomas J. Willis, Treasurer

KentuiLy Bourbon • Aged 6 years
Straight Kentucky Bourbon Walsksy 90 Proof •OAncieot Age Out. Co., Frankfort. Ky.- founder Member. The Bourbon
Institute.;

o.,

Get In On The Biggest Want-Ad Bargain in Town!!
Have You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Estate For Sale, Birth Or Death
Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods, Need Help In Your Home Or Business, Furniture You Would Like To Dispose Of, Or, Would You Like To Advertise Your Business?

•

3 Lines For Two (2) Weeks
CLASSIFIED DEADLINES

•

Want Ad
RATES
156 per agate Mu
I weeds to a line

3 Mass —
1 dIseal
4 dikes
11 lints

rT. SAME RATE as 1 lies
ordinary type.

SAMS RATI so
ordlitam Oft
SAMS RATI ao 4
New sedition MM.

4,15t.
18 PT.

SAM RATS AS
U... ordinary

24 PT.

sAul

36 PT.

Miscellaneous

as Compliments of Cohen's
column. T. if
LOAN OFFICE
orders subiecn
Telophene IA 5-3173

No guarantee can be given
to position in

1104:
450
60c
750

......

/
12 Noon Merida,

RATE AS
1 IMO
ordinary
PAM

CancellaUons ot want-acia can
be Oval wadi 12 noon Saiordty. Copy cancelled after 12
aeon Saturday will be =led
at regular rates.

GORINE COLLIGE OF
COSMETOLOGY
PHYSIO-THERAPY, INC.
449 hale Ave., Memphis, Teem
Telephene JA 1.9111
NO.
fin rem assi..1.1 tart I
RoommobleA
Moo wrehoortag
el
Call
toms Compotent wistroctor
write Madam Cold S 1.4 Town Prim

(Till
to

Forbid)

change

us

rate

without

144

kale

FINE FURNITURE — A tocessory Pieces I. Beautiful Si.
moue )41rror and an electric goy.
In eicellent condition. 11W 6-41164

Ave.

Maids, New York Jobs
.111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 Salaries to ;60 Weekly
Tri-State Defender box cum
conPAUL'S—FASHION
Jobe: boat working
Ouarantood
room, board. unidition/. Fro* Tickets
bens — the words comprising
SHOP
sent A • 1
forms. T V
Agency. 160A Main"s" it Hempstead,
Featuring Nationally Aiver•
the address — whether name
Long Island, N
heed Ponds of Shoos
and street or telephone, Oi
For Thu Femily
• Accounting
153 &sale Ave.
The Tri-State Defender boa
Tam
Memphis,
o Secretarial
number — will be charged tot
Office Machine
•
as part of the advertisement
• Refresher Course
ELMOR SALES STORE
• Modern Equipment
Latest Styles
The Tn-State Defender will
LOW
AT
WEAR
MINI
forward to out of town ad
PRICES
Telephone IA 6-6914
vertisars mati received ad
146 Beale Ave.
address, bui
dressed to our
Memphis, Tenn.
the excess

postage la to be

charged to the advertiser.

/RINI'S FLORIST
to us Toll Tow Flower Ow"

-

ENROLL
NOW
COMPLETE

Day & Evening
Classes

_
GRIGGS

illorsi lititiga 6 Swore
MIKE & ZOLLIE STORE
1624 Arkatmal
Wei
messmew
Used Fornitum—Begekt
SECRETARIAL TRAINING
40tepert Sewing Machine
& Sold
Repair
+++
269 Yenta Ave. IA 5.71135
Mayo and Deliver
Night & Day Claseee
$92 Vance Ave.• JA 7-4917
Phone illt 5.6972
Key Punch
anerawasemarammerawarommwasimmro
Men, Women, 18--3S
4TH STREET
Data Processing
TAILORS
COLETTA
To Train Fos
REPAIR SHOP
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Find Five Runaway Children

Ike Concluding Examination

CLAYTON, N. C. — (UPI) — Five lonely runaway children,
determined to find a happier life outside the orphanage they
fled, were discovered hiding in a thicket, numb with the 15.
degree cold.
The youngsters, ranging in age from 6 to 13 years, had been
the object of an all-night, 1,500-man search. They were found
Tuesday morning in a dense, swampy woods and doctors pronounced them in good condition, considering their ordeal.
The eldest, 13-year-old Shirley Pearson, said the children
ran away from the Pythian Home here because they "beat us."
This was denied by home superintendent Dewey Huggins, who
added that he was "going to spank her (Shirley) if she doesn't
have a good excuse."

WASHINGTON—(UPI)—President Eisenhower entered Walter Reed Army medical center Tuesday to conclude a head-to.
toe physical examination started last September.
The President's physicians pronounced the 70-year-old chief
executive in excellent shape after the first series of teats Sept.

Castro Cracks Down On Foes

a

. President will stay at Walter Reed until sometime ThursT6e
15-1h
day afternoon, the White House said, so the doctors will have
ample time to make their examination.
Eisenhower has no symptoms and is not ailing, the White
House said.

Find Elderly Couple Robbed, Tied

CHETEK, Wis.—(UPI)—An elderly farm couple found tied to
bed and a chair early Monday told authorities they had been
robbed of $700 by two men wearing silk stocking masks.
HAVANA — (UPI) — A new and tougher drive by Fidel
Mrs. Arthur Hayes said she was slapped by the men until
Castro to stamp out his growing opposition was forecast as his
they found the money, seven $100 bills. She was then tied to a
enemies stepped up their campaign of terrorism.
chair and her husband to a bed. A son found them.
The anti-Castro pamphlet raids on Cuba's largest cities by a
fleet of "ghost planes" touched off a shooting brawl in Havana
between militia and air force men in which three of the civilians
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The pro-western govArnment
were critically wounded.
now in control of the capital of Laos has asked for U.S. military
The shooting took place at air force headquarters in an ar- aid and the request is under "consideration," the State degument over responsibility for the aerial intrusion, the boldest partment said.
nose-thumbing gesture by Castro's foes since he seized power
A U.S. spokesman said he was not sure whether the request
two years ago.
asked specifically for weapons, money for troop salaries or
technical advice.
State department press officer Lincoln White said he underWASHINGTON — (UN) — A crackdown on fixing traffic
the request was made in a letter last week from Prince
stood
tickets, full-time judges, and compulsory car inspection were
proclaimed by pro-western forces as the new premier
Oum,
Boun
the
to
experts
by
technical
among the recommendations made
Laos.
of
President's Committee on Traffic Safety.

Laos Ask For U.S. Military Aid

Traffic Experts Give Views

Uphold Immunity In Narcotics Cases

The technical traffic safety experts, representatives from
the states, and staff members of national organizations met to
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The Supreme court ruled Moerevise the action program of the committee for the first time day that a federal grand jury can extend immunity from state
in 11 years.
as well as federal prosecution to get information from a 14They met in 10 concurrent technical sessions to put the final luctant witness in a Narcotics case.
touches on hundreds of recommendations made by the technical
The 7 to 2 decision upheld the constitutionality of a pro.'
committees to reflect traffic changes since 1949.
vision of the 1956 Narcotic Control law designed to force testi.'
rnony by witnesses who might otherwise claim the fifth amend.:
against possible self-incrimination.
MADRID — (UPI) — French Paratroop Capt. Pierre La• ment
Gaillarde, alleged leader of last year's anti-De Gaulle rebellion
in Algiers, emerged from hiding and conferred with other advoPARIS — (UPI) — Allied diplomats reported that differ.%
cates of e French Algeria.
ences over colonial policy have been the North Atlantic Treaty'
LaGaillarde fled here from Paris where he was on trial for Organization's most serious internal problem.
leading the "battle of the barricades." Tuesday he met with
These reports coupled with those that western foreign min.
three other fellow defendants who joined him in the flight to isters foresaw no summit conference with Soviet Premier Nild.
Spain, Jean Maurice Demarquet, Jean Jacques Susini and Mar- ta S. Khrushchev for a long time circulated after the end el
cel Ronda.
the annual NATO Ministerial Council meeting.
Official NATO-Spokesman Edward Key omitted all referdispute from his official press briefings.
BRUSSELS — (UPI) — Princess Margaret's arrival here to ence to the colonial
to it we deleted from the final eom•
references
all
Similarly,
Baudouin
King
of
wedding
Thursday's
represent her country at

LaGaillarde Out Of Hiding

Colonial Policies Vex NATO

Britain, Belgium End Feud
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